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Pro-Choice advocates 
· rally at Thompson-Hall 
By April Treshinsky Jacobs 
· Nearly 100 eople gathered on 
T-Hall lawn Friday afternoon to 
rally for pro-choice and speak out 
on the issues surrounding the 
battle to keep abortion legal. 
Joint Coordinator for Stu-
dents for Choice, Evelyn Gerson, , 
beg-an a chant that was soon joined 
by ofaer voices when she shouted, 
"Choice! - When do we want it?" 
and was answered by an enthusi-
astic crowd, "Now!" 
Gerson then introduced State 
Rep. Katherine D. Wheeler, a pro-
choice advocate. Wheeler called 
for the election of pro-choice can-
didates into office, a move she said · 
would offer the most hope to the 
pro-choice movement. 
Wheeler said she . was out-: 
raged at Governor Judd Gregg's 
veto of a bill she believes should 
have been "veto-proot" 
Wheeler said she found it 
unacceptable that a:bill that passed 
in both the house and the senate 
could be vetoed by the governor. 
Wheeler said, the rig_ht of privacy 
should be enough to protect . re-
prod·ucti ve freedom for women. 
A law prohibiting abortions 
would not prevent them, accord-
ing. to Wheeler, but instead make 
them inaccessible to most women. 
' ' 
"Women must have the right to 
control their destiny," sajd 
·· Wheeler. _ 
Wheeler also said that men 
make the laws in this country of-
ten to benefit men. According to 
Wheeler, the rally would proba-
bly not have been necessary if men 
got pregnant instead of women. 
Stat~ Representative Gary 
Gilmore of Dover .called for pro-
choice as an integral part of a 
woman's equality in society. 
State Rep. Mandy Merrill told 
the crowd at the rally of her own 
college days when friends were 
forced into illegal, ''back-alley" 
abortions because abortion was 
illegal at the time. 
According to Merrill; one 
friend was blindfolded and driyen 
to a hotel room, while another 
risked giving herself a self-inflicted 
"coat-hanger" abortion. Merrill 
then told the crowd she would not 
want to consider this a possibility 
for her own chlldren. 
Wheeler said the liberal abor-
tion bill vetoed by Gregg · would 
have enforced the current '1aw of 
the la.nd'~ upon the state of New 
Hampshire, which is now only 
protected by the Roe vs. Wade 
decision. · 
NH NARAL Coordinator 
Susan Arnold said the protection 
of pro-choice would have to come 
through the use of the political 
process. 
Arnold said electing pro-
choice candidates and registering 
to vote would count most toward 
the future of legalized abortion. 
UNH student Mfohael Chase 
called laws restricting abortion an 
invasion of priv~cy and asked 
what other laws might follow as a 
result. 
"Noneofusaresafe ... Whena 
constitutional right~ is stripped 
from women, it is also_ raked from 
men," said Chase. 
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Graphs, such as this one illustrating d~rm water usage, are included the Environmental Impact 
Audito UNH. 
Students' environmental audit 
documents use, waste, pollution 
By John Doherty 
A new document, an · envi-
ronmental audit, may provide a 
framework for reducing the 
amount of pollution and waste 
generated by the university com-
munity. 
John Ginsberg, a junior Envi-
ronmental Affairs major, and nine 
other undergraduates, have spent 
the semester amassing statistics 
on energy and water use, pollu-
tion emissions and.. waste produc-
tion and disposal. 
Yesterday the finished prod-
uct, a 60-page study, was deliv-
ered to The New Hampshire and 
The Campus Journal. The docu-
ment presents information on 
energy use., air emissions, solid include the water a student uses 
waste, composition and disposal outside the dorm, like in the din:.. 
of incinerator ash, hazardous ing halls." 
waste, non-point source water Forthe air emissions section, 
pollution, water use, and waste- the pollutants emitted from 'the 
water treatment. Lamprey Regional Incinerator are 
Although the language is - listed by percentage. Although 
technical on some topics, others the report does riot delve into 
like those on water use and air whether or not the amounts are 
emissions are easily understood. excessive,certainelementsknown 
Wateruseisbrokendowninto to cause local acid rain and ozone 
yearlyamountsforeachdorrn,and precurs_ors - those elements 
some statistics are further broken linked to the destruction of the 
down. For instance, ',l.ccording to ozone layer - are accounted for. 
the report, the average ·dorm UNH produces seven tons of 
dweller uses 37 gallons of water a trash a day, according to the re-
day. .· port, totaling more than 2267 tons 
''Those numbers seem high," per year. The report also breaks 
said Ginsberg. "Anp they- don't ENVIRONMENT, PAGE 8 
Final selectionprocess . o(Inte~ President Gus _Kinn ear's 
replacement begin this week. (Mike Pamham photo) 
UNH Presidential 
finalists visit campus 
By Terri Danisevich 
The search for the new UNH 
president has been narrowed 
down to four finalists recently 
selected by the presidential search 
committee. Each of these four 
will visit campus for a two-day 
stay during the next two weeks. 
The four were selected by 
the trustee-apointed committee 
responsible with finding a suc-
cessor to Dr. Gordon Haaland, 
who left UNH to become presi-
dent of Gettysburg College in 
Pennsylvania. According to 
committee member Alex Weill, 
the-group is made of trustees, 
administrators, faculty, one staff 
and one student. 
According to Joan Weeks, 
secretary of the search commit-
tee, Dr. Ronald E. Beller, the cur-
rent president of East Tennessee 
State University, has been on 
campus since yesterday and will 
meet with faculty, administrators 
and students today. 
In addition to Beller, the final-
ists are: · Dr. Dale F. Nitzschke, 
president of Marshall College; . Dr. 
Houston G. Elam, president of the 
State Colleges of Colorado; Dr. 
Barbara W. Neweil, Regents pro-
fessor at Florida State Univ~rsity 
and former chancellor of the State 
University System of Florida. 
On Friday it was announced 
that a fifth finalist in the process, 
Robert Carothers, chancellorof the 
.Minnesota State University System 
had withdrawn from the selection 
process. 
.According to selection com ... 
mittee member Alex Weill, a group 
of five students selected from a 
pool of eight will evaluate each 
finalist as they visit cam pus. 
Weill will report their deci-
sion back to the search committee 
who, by the end of May, will make ,· 
their final recommendation to the 
USNH Chancellor Claire 'van 
Ummersen. Van Ummersen is 
ultimately responsible _for the se-
lection of the new president. 
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Singles' soap - opera-ish scene seems stupid 
By Michelle Adam 
It's Tom's birthday tonight 
and he's sitting next to me at the 
bar at Enticement's. It's the scene 
of the big singles night event at the 
Sheraton. Behind him, standing 
in front of the pale shades of the 
window, a group of men are clus-
tered, eyeing me and the other 
women in the room. 
A ,love song is playing and 
Tom is telling me he hopes to fi- . 
nally meet someone tonight with 
whom he can develop a }asting 
relationship. 
I usually don't go to singles 
bars on Tuesday nights to listen to 
forty-year-old men talk about 
trying to 1!nd romance. But here I 
was talking to this guy Tom, with 
my face covered with as much 
makeup as I could fit on it and my 
longbrown hair glued together an 
inch from my head as if I were 
ready to stroll down 42nd street of 
New York City. . 
I had always envisioned a 
singles bar with men and women 
ready for one-night stands. With 
that idea in mind, I had borrowed 
my roommate's black mini-skirt 
and low cut blouse for that night's 
escapade. 
My friend.Laura and I walked 
into the barroom, dressed simi-
larly except for my high heels and 
her flats, expecting others to be 
dressed alike. 
There was one woman in 
black leotard outfit that outlined 
her figure like a seal's skin. Tom 
later described her as hedonistic, 
because she frequently walked 
around at the bathing suit store 
she owned wearing transparent t-
shirts with "beat me and hit me" 
written on them. 
But, for the most part, there 
were 30 year-old and older men 
dressed in business suits and prai-
rie dresses. 
Laura and I walked around 
· the bar, which was in a square 
form in the middle of the room, re-
ceiving occasional glances from 
the men in three-piece suits. 
Maybe these men had just come 
down for a few drinks during their 
stay at the Sheraton. They didn't 
look like they were prepared for a 
one-night affair. 
The bar seats were all occu-
pied and nobod yoffered us drinks. 
We bought ourselves expensive 
drinks and 
· sat down at 
a table next 




got · out her 
notebook 
and took 
notes on the 
· situation. 
Anolder 
man in a grey 
suit asked the 
fat lady in the 





with otherolder people, 
slow danced to Michael 
Bolton's cover of "Georgia On My 
· Mind". They danced _fairly close 
as if they knew each other from 
other singles night events. It all 
looked very innocent. 
"What am I going to do if a 
guy comes up to me and offers me 
a one-liner," I had thought as I 
prepared that night. Normally I 
would ignore the man who at-
tempted to be suave. 
But tonight I was waiting for 
any man in the room to offer me a 
good one-liner. It didn't matter 
what he said, as long as Laura and 
I didn't have to sit all nighttaking 
· notes on everyone else's actions. 
· "Let's go up to the bar," I said 
to Laµra. We strutted up the buf-
fet table next to the bar and waited 
One man, whose pot-belly 
protruded through his five shirts, 
continually walked by us, but 
didn't stop to talk. - His visible 
shirt looked like a conglomeration 
of old torn pieces of material that 
he had put together before com-
ing to the bar that night. 
"I'm getting married as soon 
as I can," said Laura as she and I 
glanced at all the older single 
people. 1 
I could l picture myself at', 50 
years old looking for a mate in a 
singles bar. It would be punish-
m~nt for all the y~rs I was too in-
depencjent and •l~y to · find , the 
tirrt~ to fot,:-.t:n ·a-Iong.:.t~rm ~lat1on-
ship. .. \ . 
By now the man in the 
patched t-shirt had found a danc-
ing partner. Laura and I got our 
notebooks from our table and 
grabbed a seat at the bar. 
I felt comfortable now, almost 
too comfortable. I figured our 
promiscuous outfits and young 
age were scaring off the men. 
"Sex on the Beach," I yelled to 
the bartender. "Sex it is," he 
laughed and brought me my sec-
ond drink. 
That's when it finally hap-
pened. A man with a moustache . 
who had earlier . been standing_ 
against the window shades , ap-
proached me. 
"What are you writing there? 
Are you taking notes on the singles 
scene?" he asked. 
''I've jµst got a 
lot of work to do 
for tomorrow and 
I'm trying to 
come up with 
some ideas," I 
said laughing, 
being as vague as 
I possibly could. 
We were soon 
dancing to one of 
the million slow 
songs of that 
night. It sounded 
like a fifties song, 





to be in his late thirties. 
He was one of the younger 
men there. We danced close and 
we talked about Dover and singles . 
bars. He thanked me for the dance 
and I went back to the bar al~ne. 
Sp, this is what happens at 
singles bars? It seemed pretty ~afe. 
At the left part of the bar an 
. older man and woma.n were hav-
ing; an intepse . conversation. 
Across fyom ·th~m, a woman ap-
proached a man with a mustache 
and sports jacket. He looked like 
he'd be comfortable sitting with a 
brew watching a Bruins game on a 
sunny Sunday afternoon. 
A man with a beard sitting 
next to me was the next person to 
ask me what I was writing. This 
time I told him I was a graduate 
student writing a thesis paper. 
His name was Tom and we 
photography and the 60' s. 
"Look at that beautiful 
woman over there. Many people 
have asked her to dance tonight, 
but she turned them all down. 
Now she's talking to the young 
muscular man and they look like 
they deserve to be in a soap-op-
era," he said. · 
"Media has made it so that · 
we look for an idealistic relation-
ship. The two of them 'look good 
together and that has become most 
important," said Tom. 
It was Tom's 40th birthday 
and after his many hippie years 
and attempt to find someone to 
marry,hewasstillsearching. How 
depressing it must be, I thought. 
I felt almost guilty. I tried to , 
flatten my hair by pulling it be-
hind my ears, and I gradually 
· wiped the red lipstick off during 
the night. 
It seemed a fun idea to come 
to the singles night event and dress 
as if we wanted to spend the night 
with someone there. But that 
wasn't what everyone else was 
there for. 
. Most men in the room were 
curious to know what we were 
writing down. Were we laughing 
at them and their quest to finally 
find someone with whom tl)ey 
, could share their lives? 
· It wasn't a night of wild esca-
pades as we had )magined. By 
now Laura had talked to two other 
men and taken vigorous notes. She 
had told them w~: were both 26> 
and writing a feature for The Bos-
ton Globe. 
After talking to Tom, Laura 
and I left. I couldn't help but look 
at the other few attractive and 
young businessmen we passed on 
the way out. I wanted to stay · 
longer. 
From now on, I'll look for a 
relationship and throw out my 
idea of "independence". 
Episcopalian unit 
seeks separation 
D.C. priest said to have 
had affair 
Fire spreads in hills 
of Pennsylvania 
Atlanta - A group of conservative Episcopalians have 
voted to seek a religious separation from mainstream 
church authorities because of disputes over women's 
ordination and other liberal trends on the 2.4 million-
member denomination. The Episcopal Synod of 
America, a Texas-based group formed last year, will 
push for creation of a separate nationwide "province" 
emhracing sympathetic conservative bishops, dioceses, 
priests, parishes, and laity, a synod spokesman, Wil-
liam Murchison, said in a t~lephone interview yester-
day. 
Haitians in Miami 
rally at INS unit 
Miami - About 1,000 Haitians gathered outside a 
detention center for aliens $unday, tearing 'down a 
fence and calling on immigration officials to release 
their countrymen. A riot control team of 79 Immigra-
tion and Naturalization Service officers was deployed 
to hold back the protesters as they crashed thorough 
one gate, said INS District Director Richard smith. No 
injuries or arrests were reported at the Krome Service 
Processing Center, 25 miles west of Miami, authorities 
said. 
Washington -,A priest who broke from the Roman Catho-
lic Church last year to from an independent African-Ameri-
can church had a two-year homosexual relationship with a 
man whom he put on the payroll of his former church, 
according to the Washington Post. Bill Marshall,a spokes-
man for Stalling, said later in the day. 'The people of the 
African-American Catholic congreg~tion wiH continue its 
planning and installation of its first bishop-elect George 
Augustus Stallings Jr. on May 12th." 
U.S. colleges beset by 
social woes, report says 
Washington - The American college campus lacks a sense 
of social and intellectual community, and is torn by racism, 
sexism, crime and a "breakdown in civility," according to 
a study by the Carn~ie foundation. The study, done with 
the American council on Education, was ba.sed on visits to 
18 campuses, interviews with teachers, ad~inistrators and 
students, and questionnaires sent to 382 college presidents 
and 355 student affairs officers. 
Renovo, Pa. - Undermanned crews battled a wind-
driven forest fire that had burned more than 10,000 
acres yesterday ~n the isolated mountains of central 
Pennsylvania. The fire in the Sproul State Forest in 
Clinton and Centrecounties, was rapidly burning north 
through the Beech Creek mountains toward the 
Susquehanna River, officials said. The cause is un-
known, but high temperatures, low humidity and high 
wind raised the possibility of its start on Saturday. 
Legislative trou~le: 
Cheney Stealth cuts 
Washington - Defense Secretary Richard Cheney's de-
cision to cut back the B-2 Stealth bomber program will 
probably keep the weapon alive this year, but it may 
increase congressional pressure to kill the plane next 
year, according to officials and analysts on Capitol Hill. 
Cheney announced last week that the was scaling back 
the B-2 program from 132 planes to 75. He also said he 
was reducing his official request for the. debate by 
Congress, from five B-2's to two. 
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New music director draws controversy 
/ 
WUNH proposes graduate, SAFC resists 
By D. Allan Kerr sitions," Weyersberg explained. befo:~ the meetmg eve~ began. we've worked years and years to 
Controversy is brewing at "Which isn't too weird consider- . Atth~SAFC?1eeh_ng, I gave build." -
WUNH, where next year's music ingthefactthatatleast25%ofour a whole d~ssertah~n, ~ike a lee- Weyersbergpointedoutthat 
director may not be a student of members [at the station] are non- ture,on[being]musicdirectorand WUNH is one of the top 20 col-
"If I don't do it," said Simony, 
"WUNH will lose all of its credi-
- bility that previous people have 
worked for." 
t:he university. The proposal has students." . ~hat i_t en~ail~," said ~eyersberg, lege stations in the nation, and 
been met with resistance by the Weyersberg said this is a situ- and it didn t seem hke anyone that some of the other radio sta-
Simony figures that the com-
pensation ($750 for both semes-
ters, and · another $250 for the 
summer) works out to be about 
Student Activity Fee Council, but ation that has to exist, as it is 'the listened." . . tions who rank up there with 
current music director Bob Wey- onlywaythestationisabletostay Weyersberg said the Job of them, like KUSF frpm San Fran-
ersbergissurprisedbyallthefuss. · on the air durf1'g vacations and music director · takes about 30 ciscoand WRASinAtlanta,oper-
"lt's a political situation," university breaks. Healsopointed· hours a week. The music director ate with full-time paid staff 
· $80 a week. Without this income, 
Simony said that he will have to 
get an hourly, full-time job at night 
in addition to serving as music 
director, which is in itself a full-
time job. 
· Weyersberg said recently. out that WUNH is a "community servesasthelinkbetween WUNH members. 
Atthe centerofall this is Mark radio station," with broadcasts and_ the music ind us try, and in- Both Weyers berg and Mark 
Simony, who has worked at over a SO-mile radius. volves. maintaining open lines of Simony insist that if Simony 
WUNH since his freshman year, "I completely agree that a communication with record com- doesn'ttaketheposition, WUNH 
and in the music department as student organization should be . panies so that WUNH will con- will be without a music director. 
assistantmusicdirectorforthepast run by students," said Wey- tinue to get free promotional rec- Simony stated that while he 
two. While Simony is qualified ersberg. ''But they (SAFC) don't ords. It also entails dealing with would like to be com pen sated for 
for the position of music director, really understand the job of music trade magazines, attempting to get the position, he will most likely 
SAFC has been unable to overlook director and what it entails -just record service from more record accept the job without it. 
· the fact that he is graduating this the fact that it would be very diffi,- . companies,a,ttendingconferertces, 
On the other side of this de-
bate is SAFC chairman Jonathan 
Garthwaite, who believes that 
Simony's appointment would be 
. WUNH,PAGE.8 
semester. If he is appointed to this cult fpr someone who's a full-time making up playlists and so forth. 
position, then a major student student to do the job." "It's important that the posi-
organization will be headed by a· Thestation wentbeforeSAFC tion of music director isn'-t com-
non-student. and asked them to waive the by- promised in any way, because it 
WUNH's Polka king 
to take show on road Current director Weyersberg laws prohibiting non-students really is one of the most important 
points out that the position is from receiving compensation for positions in the station in r~gards 
merely one of seven serving on holding executive positions. This to how we' re viewed by people in " . h • • H d • f h · d • n 
the station's Executive Board. proposal was rejected, and Wey- the music industry," Weyersberg I amt e J1m1 en nx O t e accor Ian. 
"It'snotuncommontohavea ersberg believes that council explained. '1t~simportantthatwe 
non-student filling one of the po- members had made their decision maintain the high profile that 
And the winnen are ( 1-r) ; Sally Lange, Al Doboron, Beth Clark, Alex Weill. (Jen Flad photo) 
Seniors honored by student awards 
Athenes· and Doboron tie for .Hood Prize 
By Steve Ruhm 
Six seniors have been chosen 
from the Class of 1990 as winners 
of student awards. 
These students were picked 
from thirty nominations. This 
year, ten seniors were nominated 
for each award by' faculty, staff 
and students of the University 
- Community. 
The Jere A. Chase Service 
A ward was won by student sena-
tor Alex Weill. The description of 
the Chase A ward was "to honor 
the graduating senior who has 
displayed outstanding service to 
the community." 
The Hood Achievement Prize 
was awarded to two studerit sena-
tors, Al Dobron and George 
Athenas. The Hood Award was 
"to honor the senior man (in this 
case men) who has shown the 
greatest potential through charac-. 
ter, scholarship, leadership and 
usefulness." 
Although the Hood criteria 
stated that one 'man' was to win 
the award, the committee ran into 
a 4/ 4 tie between Dobron and 
Athenas. 
The University Women's 
A ward went to three senior 
women; senior senator Sally 
Lange, and seniors Beth Clark and 
Tammy Bickford. The University 
Women's Award was "to honor 
the senior women who have 
shown the greatest potential 
through scholarship, self help, 
leadership, and loyalty." 
The a ward winners were 
picked from the nominations by a 
committee which was comprised 
of Caroline Tacy, director of Stu-
dent Development; three faculty 
members: assistant dean of Engi-
neering and Physical Sciences 
Donald Melvin, Grover Marshall 
and Joanne Kelley; two UNH stu-
dents, Julie Clemmons and Derek · 
Fortin; and two student senators 
Jim Batty and Ted Grimbalis. 
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-100 show tour plan·ned 
By ·Sean Carroll songs a day, making even the most 
· Gary Sredzienski has been road-h_ardened rock band think 
practicing his accordion for three twice. 
hours a day, seven days a week Why would anyone subject 
lately. He says he can play behind themselves to such punishment? 
his back and behind his head. "I "I just feel like I'm doing some-
am," helaughs, "theJimiHendrix thing right for a change," he ex-
of the accordion." plains. "Nobody visits the eld-
Sredzienski, who is more erly. Everybody ignores them." 
commonly known as Shredder, His favorite places to play are the 
maybefamiliartomanyarea-read- , local nursing homes' whete he is 
ers as the host of WUNH's Polka always-well received. Although 
Party, possibly the station's most much of his fan mail comes from 
widely listened show. His pro- teenagers, his favorite audience is 
gram, which airs from 9-10:30 the elderly. "It's jusfa great feel-
. every Saturday morning, consis- ing to see an old lady push away 
tently receives 20-30 letters a week her walker and start dancing. They . 
from devoted fans. · just love this music." 
Shredder has been playing his The music, he says, is gaining 
accordion for 20 of his 28 years. popularity all the time. One par-
He already has in his head a reper- ticular Polka Party' ofSredzienski' s 
toire of-some 200 songs. His rea- was picked up by National Public 
son for such huge amounts of Radio, arid broadcast as far away 
practice? He's going on the road. as Alaska. 
Shredder is about to embark on a "Radio stations are all play.:. 
· mammoth tour. of 100 venues in ing the same stuff these days," 
fourteenstatesfromNewEngland Shredder explains. "People are 
to the Midwest and back again. looking for something_ new." 
The best part is, he won't make a · Many are finding it in something 
penny doing it, because his 100 · old; old country folk music. 
gigs are all convalescent homes. Sredzienski says that his own 
All he's going to get out of the trip love for the music ca~e from his 
is room and board. grandfather who was of Polish 
"I'm.taking a month off from descent. "It was those old-time 
work, packing Buckshot, Ed, and 78' s of his that really got me inter-
Sally getting in my car, and hitting ested. I listen to the same music 
the road." Buckshot, Ed, and Sally my grandfather did, which is re- · 
are Shredder's three favorite ac- ally great." The music, he says, is 
cordions out of the nine he has at more beautiful than most people ' 
his Durham home. realize. '1 know most people hear 
Sredzienski plays the accor- polka and think: obnoxious." But 
dion live on his shows for WUNH. there is more to the whole tradi-
He' has · played numerous polka tion than just crazy beer barrel 
fests at the Polish Club in New- polkas. The kind Shredder likes to 
market, and is a veteran of the play are called Obereks, and are 
local party/ wedding scene. But, , really just fast waltzes. '1t' s really 
he insists he is "mainly a street beautiful music." 
musician." For a month or so, he . Shredder credits the Edge-
. gets to take on the traveling min- worth Center in Portsmouth, a 
strel persona, literally playing for convalescent home and one of his 
hismeals.Hispresenttourisgoing favorite local places to play, with 
to be at least one grueling month. organizing the whole tour. 
The math comes out to, on the "They'vebeenreallyterrific. They 
average, three forty-five minute had all. the connections, made all 
shows a d~y. The average waltz the phone calls, and sent out hun-
or polka he plays is under two dreds of letters. I couldn't do ft 
·frenzied minutes long, so . this without them." 
comes out to something like 70 
Mexico says man 
aided U.S. kidnap 
Mexico city (UPI) - Police arrested a former 
judicial agent on charges he played a role in kidnap-
ping a Mexican doctor and handing him over to U.S. 
authorities for prosecut.ion in a narcotics case, officials 
said yesterday. The attorney .general's officials said 
federal police arrested Jorge Covarrubias Manriquez 
Saturday in the April 2 kidnapping of Dr. Humberto 
· Alvarez Machain. The Alvarrez Machain incident has 
increased tension between Mexico and the U_ United 
States and has threatened to disrupt U.S.-Mexican 
cooperation in the war against drug traffickers. 
Singh says India 
using restraint 
New Delhi (UPI) - Prime Minister V.P. Singh 
told Japanese Prime Minister Toshiki Kaifu Sunday 
that India is "exercising utmost restraint" toward 
Pakistan and is willing to work to ease tensions, a 
Foreign Ministry spokesman said. Singh made his 
.remarks during the first of two scheduled meetings 
with Kaifu, who arrived in New Delhi Sunday for a 
. two-day official visit. 
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Finnish party 
votes to disband 
Helsinki (AP) - Finnish communists have voted to 
disband the country's 72-year-old communist Party and 
reform a new left-wing coalition in an effort to revive the 
declining socialist movement, officials said yesterday. The 
move comes after a decade in which political support for 
far-left parties had steadily declined. They now hold only 




Katmandu, Nepal -The Christian minority in the 
world's only Hindu kingdom demanded religious free-
dom yesterday and called for the release of people im pris-
oned for proselytizing, a practice banned by law. Christian 
missionaries operate schools and hospitals in the kingdom · 
but their work is closely monitored by the government. The 
London-based human rights group Amnesty International 
. has mentioned detentions of Nepalese and foreigners for 
proselytizing. Their exact numbers are not known. Ninety 
percent of Nepal's 19 million people are Hindus; 5 percent 
are Buddhist; and 3 percent are Moslems . 
Lithuanians rally; end 
of deadlock near 
Moscow - Thousands of people took to the 
streets in Lithuania Sunday in support of independ-
ence from the Soviet Union, as signs merged of a 
possible way out of the rebel republic's seven-week-
old deadlock with Moscow. Ten thousand people 
packed Cathedral Square in the Lithuanian capital of 
Vilnius late in the day to h~ar Beethoven's Ni_D.th 
Symphony, which the republic's president, Vytautas 
Landsbergis, had turned into the independence 
movement's unofficial anthem, 
Beirut group says 
hostage will be freed 
Beirut - ;\group calling itself the Organization 
of Islamic Dawn announced yesterday that it will free 
Frank Reed, a former Massacht1setts resident, within 
24 hours and said he will carry a message for the u_s: 
government_. The announcement from the previously 
unknown Islamic. Dawn group was delivered to the 
independent Beirut newspaper An-Naharthree hours 
after an unsigned communique said the U.S. educator, 
who has been held for more than 3 1 /2 yea.rs, will be 
freed by today. 
~i ,. ·:.,-· . 
Eombine the advantages of UNH at Manchester with 
WITH THE 
U N IVE RSITY O F NEW H AMP SH IR E 
. opportunities for work, recreation and cultural devel-
opment that exist in the largest city in ·northern New 
England. Use your summer to catch up, explore new 
areas of interest or to get started on a college degree. 
Four summer sessions will be offered, starting May 28. 
A/H!Utd1£>~ 
FOUR SUMMER SESSIONS OFFERED: 
1. _May 28 - July 5 
2. May 28 -August 16 
3. June 4 - July 26 
4. July 9 :... August 16 
FoRUNH STUo E~WH o LIVE A.No WoRK IN THE. M ERRIMACK VALLEY 
/ 
UNDERGRADUATE COURSE SCHEDULE ■ SUMMER 1990 
/ 
I Dept. No. Course Title CRN Cr Day(s ) limes lnsttuctor Dates Bldg. #Wies 
MANCHESTER COURSES 
ADMN 424 Business Statistics 30919 4 MIW 9:00 am-11:30 am Royce 5128-8/15 DC 12 
ANSC400 Food & People 30926 4 TH 6:00 pm-8:05 pm Engle 5131-819 DC 12 
ANJ"H 411 ~ ultural & Social Anthropology 30931 4 MIWITH 6:00 pm-8:50 pm Piotrowski 5I2S-7I5 . DC ' 6 
ARTS 551 Photography 30933 4 TITH 9:00 am-12:00 ain ~amson 5129-819 Inst 12 
CIE 520 Environmental Pollution 
& Protection 30934 3 TITH 6:00 pm-8:50 pm Doucet 615-7126 DC 8 
CMN 455 Intro. to Mass Communication 30935 4 TITH 6:00 pm-8:05 pm Rondeaq. 5129-819 HH 12 
CMNSOO Public Speaking 30936 4 MIT/TH . 6 :00 pm-8:3() pm Lowenstein 5128-715 HH 6 
ECON 401 Principles of Economics Macro 30937 4 MIT/TH 6:00 pm-8:30 pm Birch 5128-715 HH 6 
ECON402 Principles· of Economics Micro 30938 4 MIT/TH 6:00 pm-8:30 pm Romps 719-8116 DC 6 
ENGL401 Freshman English 30939 4 MIW 6:00 pm-9:00 pm Rondeau 614!1125 HH 8 
ENGL514 Survey of British Literature 30941 4 TITH 6:00 pm-&50 pm Spangler 615-7126 HH 8 
ENGL749 Major American Authors 30943 4 TITH 6:00 pm-8:50 pm Lee, M. 615-7126 DC 8 
ESCI 401 Principles of Geology I 30944 4 MIW 9:00 am-12:00 am Olszewski 614!1125 DC 8 
Lab for above MIW 12:30 pm-2:00 pm Olszewski 
FREN.501 Review of French 30945 4 TITH 6:00 pm-8:05 pm Bonow 5129-819 HH ·12 
GEOG402 Reg. Geog. of Non-West . World 30946 4 MIW/TH 6:00 pm-8:50 pm Bayr 5/'lS-715 HH 6 
HIST406 History of the Modem U.S. 30947 4 MIT/TH 6:00 pm-8:30 pm Walsh 719-8116 HH 6 
HIST436 Western Civilization 30950 4 MIW 6:00 pm-9:00 pm Cerullo 614-7125 HH 8 
INTR530 Conversational Sign Lab 30977 2 M 6:00 pm-8:15 pm Hemphill 5128-8/6 DC 12 
MATH401 Elementary Math I 30981 0-4 M/W 6:00 pm-8:45 pm Oiche 5128-8115 DC 12 
MATH402 Elementary Math II , 30984 0-4 M/W 6:00 pm-8:45 pm Brandt 5128-8/15 DC 12 
MATH405 Elementary Functions 30988 0-4 TITH 6:00 pm-8:30 pm Regan 5129-8116 DC 12 
MATH420 Finite Mathematics 30989 4 MIW 6:00 pm-8:45 pm Kieronski 5128-8/15 DC 12 
MATH425 Calculus I 30992 4 TITH 6:00 pm-8:30 pm Whalen 5129-8116 DC 12 
MATH426 Calculus II 30993 4 TITH 6:00 pm-8:30 pm Petelle 5/29-8/16 DC u 
NlITR 475 Nutrition in Health & Disease 30994 4 M/W 6:00 pm-8:15 pm Gaffney 5/28-8/8 oc u 
PHIL412 Beginning Logic 30996 4 M/W/TH 6:00 pm-8:30 pm Staley 5I2S-7I5 DC 6 
POLT403 U.S. in World Affairs 31000 4 M/W 6:00 pm-8:15 pm Pfeiffer 5128-8/8 HH 12 
PSYC 401 Introduction to Psychology 31003 4 MIT/TH 6:00 pm-8:30 pm . Henn 7/9-8116 HH 6 
PSYC552 Social Psychology 31006 4 TITH 6:00 pm-8:50 pm Pertsch 6/5-7/26 HH 8 
PSYC723 Behavior Modification 
To register with VISA or MasterCard call 
&: Therapy 31007 4 M/W 6:00 pm-9:00 pm Altman 6/'1!1/25 HH 8 
SOC400 Introductory Sociology 31008 4 M/W/TH 6:00 pm-8:30 pm Piotrowski 7/9-8/16 DC 6 
UNHM at 668-0700: SOC520 The Family 31009 4 TITH 6:00 pm-8:50 pm Cook 6/5-7/26 HH 8 SOC540 Social Problems 31010 4 MIT/TH 6:00 pm-8:30 pm Hammer 5128-7/5 HH 6 
220 Hackett Hill Rd . • Manchester, NH 03102 ~ VTAE440 Concepts of Career Exploration 31011 4 M/W 6:00 pm-8:05 pm McClellan 5/29-819 HH 12 
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Grad studentgrahs third 
in Playboy fiction, contest 
Cass "surprised" and "tickled" 
- . 
By Dana Blake 
Although slightly overshad-
owed lately by another UNH prize 
· winner, Richard Cass, a graduate 
student in · UNH' s-fiction writing 
program recently got his own 
recognition. Cass· placed third in 
, Playboy Magazine's · fi.ffo ·annual 
college fiction contest along with 
three other student writersfor his 
story, "Gleam of Bone." 
According to Cass, the event 
is a "pretty good contest// because 
it i~ one of the few magazines left 
with a general circulation that 
publishe~ good fiction. It is noted 
for its influential editor, Alice 
Turner. 
"I was very surprised and 
very tickled," said Cass. 
Originally inspired by an 
image in a poem by Lew Welch, 
"Gleam of Bone" is about "a col-
lege kid and his uncle," according 
to Cass. It is set in rural Maine 
where Cass grew up as a child. 
"Where you live has a lot to 
· do with what you write about," 
said Cass. 
~ 
If you would 
like to place a 
personal stop 
by Rm. 1108, 
MUB 
862-1323 
Cass gave credit to the UNH 
graduate writing program and to 
Thomas Williams, a UNH writing 
instructor who has Cass in his fic-
tion writing class, for helping him 
to develop his writing skills. But 
the piggest contribution that helps 
him develop as ·a writer, accord-
ing ·to Cass, are the people he 
· meets. 
"Just being around other 
people I think you learn a lot," 
said Cass, "Sometimes you learn a 
lot more than (in) your classes." 
According to Williams, UNH 
quite often has students _winning 
contests and being published. 
"We're pretty picky about 
who we let in the program," ex-
plained Williams, "We'vegotalot 
of good writers." 
Casscametb UNHasagradu-
·ate student after working for a 
computer company as a technical 
writer. Cass said he was "not 
having too much fun doing the 
work I was doing" and "the urge 
to do more writing and just to see 
where I could go with the fiction 
, Monday Nights, from 6 - 8 p.m. 
writing" contributed to his deci-
sion to return to school. . 
. "And also the urge to teach," 
·he added. 
And how does Cass feel about 
being published in Playboy Maga-
zine? 
''There are so few magazines 
left that have a general circulation 
that publish any kind of fiction at · 
all, I almost don't want to discour-
age any of them," said Cass. 
According to Williams, the 
contest is used by Playboy maga-
zine to lend credibility to its im-
age . . 
"That kind of magazine al-
ways needs some kind of oral 
reading enforcement in order to 
give themselves some dignity," 
said Williams. "They quite often 
promote serious work. The con-
test gives them good publicity. 
, "It's not all dishonest on their 
part," continued Williams. "I think 
they really would like to find some 
good writers, but of course they 
don't make their money on seri~ 
ous fiction." · 
Hear a Wide Variety of Progressive Sounds 
from Abroad First on WUNH 
TUESDAY, MAY 1 
LIBRARY EXHIBIT - "Association of American University Presses 
Book & Jacket Travelling Show." Dimond Library. 
STUDENT RECITAL #9 - Bratton RecitalHall, Paul Arts, 1 p.m. 
. . . 
WOMEN'S STUDIES SpRIE$ - "Literacy Historiography and _the 
C:hallenge of Gender,': ·P.rof. 1Gisela Brinker-Gabler, Dept. _of; 
Comparative Literature at SUNY. Co-sponsore~ by German , 
Dept. and Women's-Studies . .. University Club Main Dining Room, ~: 
4-5:30 p.m . . 
WEDNESDAY, MAY 2 
PREREGISTRATION ENDS 
UNIVERSITY THEATER- "The Lower Depths." Johnson Theater, 
10:30 a.m. and 7 p.m. 
MEN'S LACROSSE - vs. Harvard, 3 p.m. 
THURSDAY, MAY 3 
PIN AND POSTER SALE - Authentic Russian pins and posters ' 
sold by Russian Club. Upper level, MUB, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. 
ART GALLERIES - Brown Bag Series - Gallery walk with ~xhibit- '., 
ing Bachelor of Fine Arts graduating seniors. Paul Arts, noon. 
AMERICAN STUDIES SEMINAR - William Wallace, Dept. of 
eography, ''The Mark of the Past: Some Impacts of Colonial 
~ttlement on the New Hampshire Landscape." Bi)l.sborough 
oom, MUB, 1!:30 p.m. 
LECTURE- "Molluscan buckle ganglia as Models for Study of the 
Modulation of Neutral Networks," Win W~tson, Dept. of Zool-
ogy. Room 101, Conant, 12:30 - 2 p.m. 
DISCUSSION - "Women's Issues in Literature." Bring material. 
Weekly theme. Male & Female authors encouraged. Cheshire 
Room, MUB, 7 p.m. 
FILM - "Hiroshima Mon Amour." Roo:m 110, Murkland, 7 p.m., 
$1. 
UNIVERSITY THEATER- ''The Lower Depths." Johnson Theater, 
7p.m. 
MUSO FILM - "Pelle the Conqueror." Strafford Room, MUB, 7 & 
9:30 p.m. -
FRIDAY, MAY 4 
NH INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR- "The German Greens: Roots, 
Cross Currents, Chances and Limits," Carl Amery, Munich Fed-
. eral Republic of Germany. Alumni Center, 3:45 p.m. Information: 
862-2398. 
UNIVERSITYTHEA TER - ''The Lower Depths." Johnson Theater, 








In our Marketing, Advertising & Public Relations Dept. 
No Experience Required! Income Potentionail0k+ for 
summer and 45k+ full time. Housing assistance availabl 
for right individuals·, Head to the White Mountains! 
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. If you were the new president what would be the first thing 
you would do for theuniversity? 
" Close off Madbury and have a big 
keg party." 
"Do away with the hall directors and . 
the R.A's" 
"Change the honendous parking 
situatioH and be more involved with 
the Durham Town Council." 
"I'd work to get beer fo the Mub and 
I'd have a party with a band on my 














UNH SUMMER SESSION 1990 
. . 
GENERAL EDUCATION COURSES OFFERED THIS SUMMER 
Following is a list of the general education courses offered during UNH Summer Session. Many other credit courses will also be 
offered in addition to these-more than-200 in all. For a complete list of credit courses and their descriptions, obtain the Summer 
Session Catalog by visiting the Summer Registration Office at Verrette House, 6 Garrison A venue, or calling 862-2015 or 4234. 
Administration (Adinn) 
424(01) Business Statistics 
424(02) Business Statistics 
Animal Science (AnSc) 
400(01) Food and People 
Anthropology (Anth) 
411(01) Cultural & Social Anthropology 
The Arts (Arts) 
532(01) Introductory Drawing 
Biology (Biol) 
402(01) Environmental Biology 
June 4-July 6 
June 4-August 10 
June 4-July 6 
June 4-July 6 
June 4-July 6 
June 4-July 6 
Economics (Econ) 
401(01) Principles of Economics Macro 
401(02) Principles of Economics Macro 
402(01) Principles of Economics Micro 
402(02) Principles of Economics Micro 
English (Engl) 
401 (01) Freshman English 
401(02) Fre.shman· English 
401(03) Freshman English 
(for Upward Bound Students) 
. June 4-July 6 
July 9-August 10 
June 4-July 6 
July 9-August 10 
June 18-August 10 
June 18-August 10 
June 19-August 2 
516(01) Survey of American Literature June 4-July 6 
519(01) Intro to Critical Analysis June 4-July 6 
Environmental Conservation (E C) 
635(01) Contemporary Conservatn Issues June 4-July 6 Chemistry (Chem) 
403(01) General Chemistry 
404(01) General Chemistry ~1; 11tl!~ 10 Family Studies (FS) 
525(01) Human Deveiopment July 2-August 10 
Classics ( Clas) 
501(01) Classical Mythology _ June 4-July 6 -
Communication (Cmn) 
457(01) Intro to Interpersonal Comm June 4-July_ 6 
Computer Literacy and Applications (Inco) 
495(01) Computer Applications Ju~e 4-August 10 
Computer Science (CS) · 
406(01) Intro to Computers & Program 
406(02) Intro to Computers & Program 
406(03) Intro to Computers & Program 
410(01) Intro Programming w/PASCAL 
410(02) Intro Programming w/P ASCAL 
Earth Sciences (ESci) 
450(01) Intro to F.Sci: 
450(02) Intro to F.Sci: 
Mountain Systems 
450(03) Intro to _F.Sci: 
Beaches and Coasts 
June 4-August 10 
June 4-August 10 
June 4-August 10 
July 2-August 10 
July 9-August 10 
June 4-June 11 
June 12-June 19 
- Jun~20-June 27 
Health Management and Policy (HMP) _ 
401(01) US Health Care Systems June 4-July 6 
. History (Hist) 
406(01) History of the Modem US 
421(01) World History · 
436(01) Western Civ Through Law 
Humanities (Huma) 
July 9-August 10 
June 4-July 6 
July 9-August 10 
401(01) Intro to Humanities78 June 4-August 10 
595(01) The Forging of the American June 4-July 6 
Mind: Should We Legislate Morality? · 
Math (Math) 
420(01) Finite Mathematics 
420(02) Finit~ Mathematics 
425(01) Calculus I 
425(02) Calculus I 
425(03) Calculus I 
425(04) Cal~us I 
June 4-July 6 
July 9-August 10 
June 4-July 6 
Jun'e 4-July 6 
June <I-August 10 
July 9-August 10 
. :450(04) . lntroJo .. f$ci: -~ >. , __ 
Geol of Puerto Rico 
Mµsic (Musi) 
-'. J~~ ZSJ1,HY;-6 c::, <. 481(01) , Infroductioit 'td Music ,;r_: ', -_ · ,· June: 4-July 6 
- Philosophy (Phil) 
412(01) Beginning Logic 
447(01) Computer Power&: 
Human Reason 
Physical Education (PhEd) 
607(01) Biology of Aging 
Physics _(Phys) 
408(01) General Physi~ II 
Plant Biology (PBio) 
412(01) Introductory Botany 
Political Science (Polt) 
401(01) Politics and Society 
402(01) American Governmt & Politics 
403(01) Os in World Affairs 
Psychology (P.syc) 
401(01) Introduction to Psychology 
401(02) Introduction to Psychology 
402(01) Statistics in Psychology 
571(01) !}te G.reat Psychologists 
Russian (Russ) 
425(01) Intro to Soviet Union 
Sociology (Soc) 
500(01) Sod.al Psychology 
502(01) Statistics 
540(01) Social Problems 
Theater (Thea) 
435(01) Introduction to Theater 
Women's Stu~ies (WS) 
401(01) Intro to Women's Studies 
Zoology (ZooO 
J~e 4-July 6 
July 9-August 10 
June4-Jlily6 
June 4-July 6 
June 4-July 6 
July 2-August 10 
July 9-August 10 
June 4-July 6 
June 4-July 6 
July 9-August 10 
June 4-July 6 
July 2-August 10 
June 4-july 6 
June 4-August 10 
July 9-August 10 
June 4-July 6 
July 9.:.August 10 
June 4-July 6 
507(01) Human Anatomy & Physiology June 4-July 6 
508(01) Human Anatomy & Physiology July 9-August 10 
Boldface type indic~tes c~urses starting aft~ 4:00 p.m. 




Gorbachev · an "imperialist" 
By D. Allan Kerr 
In heavily accented English, 
Ain Noormagi expressed some of 
his hopes, fears and frustrations 
inlife.Noormagiisadelegatefrom 
the Soviet republic ofEstonia who 
recently visited the Seacoast area. 
The trip was sponsored by 
the international organization 
Bridges for Peace, in a continuing 
effort to improve relations be-
tween the United States and the 
Soviet Union. 
"Americans like (Soviet Presi-
dent Mikhail) Gorbachev, and say 
he's a democrat. But he's not a 
democrat. He's an imperialist," 
Noormagi said. "Gorbachev was 
a good president for us on one 
level," Noormagi explained. 
"Now we want to go on to the next 
level. He doesn't understand that. 
He is the leader of the imperial-
ism." 
Estonia was one of the three 
independent Baltic countries, 
along with Lithuania and Latvia, 
who were forcibly. annexed by 
_Russia in 1940, in accordance with 
a pact made with Hitler's Ger-
many. Now both Estonia and 
Lithuania are protesting his ac-
tion was unjust, and they are trying 
to claim their independence once 
again. 
Last month, Estonia ousted 
the Communist Party from their 
government, and they are now in 
the process of creating their own 
government. When asked what 
Moscow's reaction was to all this, 
Noormagi simply shrugged, 
"We don't ask Moscow what 
to do," he said. 
Noormagi added that there 
are now 20, perhaps 22 different 
political parties in Estonia, a re-
public of a · million and a half 
people. 
"We have no democracy yes-
terday. Now, today, every man 
wants to become his own party," 
he joked. Then he became serious. 
"We don't know what democracy 
is," he explained. "W.e are still 
· learning." 
N oormagi himself was 
elected to serve in what is called 
the Blue, Black and White parlia-
ment, this past March (Blue, black 
and white are the colors of the 
Estonian flag). 
This 500-member body was 
created to act as a voice of the 
people in their quest for a new 
form of government. The official 
legislation body, originally in-
stalled by the Soviets, is referred 
to as the "Pink" parliament ("No 
red," Noormagi joked). 
Noormagi was quick to point 
out that these parliaments are "not 
professional.'~ In fact, he is first to 
admit that he is no politician. 
"(I figured that) if I didn't do 
this political thing, someone more 
foolish than me might," Noormagi 
said. 
Noormagiis the elected leader 
of a collective farm in Estonia. He 
currently finds' himself in the 
unusual position _ of eliminating 
his own job-he is overseeing the 
liquidation of the collective farm, 
and turning it into several pri-
vately owned farms. 
It's a complicated task, but 
Noormagi realizes that the road to 
independence will not be an easy 
one. 
"I'm ail optimist," he said .. "If 
I don't like the.situation today, it 
will get better tomorrow." 
One of the problems facing 
Estonia is the tension between the 
Estonian people and the Russian 
population within the republic. 
Russians make up a third of the 
people living in Estonia, and this 
group is reluctant to see Estonia 
breakaway from themothercoun-
try. 
"Moscow propaganda says 
1920 to 1940 (Estonia's year a~ an. 
independent country) was very 
bad," said Noormagi. ''This scares 
Russians in our (Baltic) countries. 
We must explain that their life will 
be better, too.'' 
Because of the large Russian 
population in all three Baltic re-
publics (nearly half the popula-
tion of Latvia is Russian), Noor-
magi contended that the Soviet 
solution .,- a five-year transition 
to independence if two-thirds of 
the population votes in favor of 
such action - is not a viable one. 
He explained that Russian chil-
dren grow up under the teaching 
that they were the saviors of So-
viet republics like Estonia, which 
had been poor and illiterate ~ 
fore the Russians came along. 
Noormagi dismissed these 
claims as ludicrous, and pointed 
out that ,the first book written in 
the Estonian language was printed 
in 1535. He also claimed that in 
1940 the quality of life was higher 
in Estonia than in Finland. Now 
that's reversed. 
All this has led to bad feelings 
between the two ethnic groups. 
"In our twenty years of free-
dom we had Russian schools and 
Latvian schools and Estonian 
schools, and they got along better 
than they do now. Now there is 
friction." 
Noormagi claimed that in 
1919 there were 200 nationalities 
making up what is now the Soviet 
Union. Today there are only 90. 
"Estonialls are afraid that our 
nation will be the next one to lose," 
said Noormagi. ,;We want to 
preserve our culture." . 
Noorrnagi realized that the 
Baltic republics will have to work 
closer together to achieve their 
goals of fr~om, and.display the 
unity shown by the Baltic Chain 
on August 23, 1989. That was the 
day three million people held 
hands across Estonia, Latvia and 
Lithuania, chanting "Freedom" in 
unison, to mark the 50th anniver-
sary of the agreement between 
Hitler and Stalin that divided 
Europe. 
Butthe tiny republics are also 
wary of pushing Moscow too far. 
"Angry neighbor makes 
dangerous neighbor," Noormagi 
said. 
The Estonian went on to say 
thatthecurrent hope of his people 
GENERAL 1, Hetzel
 Hall, 7 p.m. · 
WA YSMEET PROTESTANT STUDENT 
CENTER _PROCRAM: Words That Hurt/ 
Words That Heal: A stud yof our language and 
how it shapes our perception of reality and 
forms society's prejudices. Tuesday, May 1, 
Waysmeet Protestant Student Center, 7 p.m. 
MASSAGE: Wednesday, May 2, Main 
Lounge, Hunter Hall, 8:30 p.m. 
AA MEETINGS: Sessions are open only to 
those "who have a desire to stop drinking." 
Monday-Friday, Conference Room #201A, 
Health Service Center, 12-1 p.m. 
PEER HEALTH EDUCATORS: Peer 
Health Educators are accepting applications, 
available upon request, for positions next 
ACOA MEETING.S: Fridays, Conference 
Room #201A, health Service Center, 1-2 p.m. 
. semester. There will be a table at the MUB 
from 11 :30-4 p.m. May 3 for more information. 
Call Office of Health E-9-ucation & Promotion, 
3823. 
SMOKERS' SUPPORT GROUP: Come and 
talk about it! Wednesdays, Resource Room 
#249, Health Service Center, 12-1 p.m. 
HEALTH MEETINGS 
BETWEEN YOU & ME: Tuesday, May 1, 
Congreve Hall, 7 p.m. 
SEXUALI1Y EXPLORED: Tuesday, May 
MORT AR BOARD MEETING: Initiation 
rehearsal meeting for graduating members. Last 
meeting before the big day! Wednesday,May 2, 
Room 9A, Dimond Library, 7:30 p.m. 
is that the other republics of the 
Soviet Union will wake up and 
demand their own independence, 
diverting Gorbachev' s attention 
from the Baltic situation. 
Noormagi also believed that 
support was. needed from the 
world community. Support that 
has yet to arrive, which puzzles 
him. He brought out a newspaper 
from his homeland, written in both 
Estonian and English, and pointed 
to an interview with Tito Made, a 
leader of the freedom movement. 
"The United States would like 
the big Russian bear to be democ-
ratized peacefully and smoothly 
without internal controversy," 
Made was quoted as saying~ "So 
that their own standard of living 
would not be affected and in the 
name of this, they seem prepared 
to sacrifice formerly independent 
small countries." 
Almost as if to underline this 
point, Noormagi was still discuss-
ing this when Tom Brokaw ap-
peared on the TV screen announc-
ing the results of a New York Times 
poll. According to the poll, nearly 
two-thirds of the American people 
didn't think Lithuania should 
become an independent country. 
Furthermore, roughly the same 
number said that in a confronta-
tion between Gorbachev and 
Lithuania, they would side with 
Gorbachev. 
Noormagi, who has been 
watching the situation in Lithu-
ania with much interest, stared at 
the poll results on the screen ,and 
shook his head in disappointment. 
"We have to out-propaganda 
the Soviets," he said. 
Noormagi is determined that 
Estonia gain its independence. 
"In democratic countries like 
Finland, everyone looks so 
happy," said Noormagi. '1n Esto-
nia, and in Moscow, everyone 
always looks ... angry. And hun-
gry! 
· The Estonian is accustomed . 
to the empty shelves of stores all 
across the Soviet Union. There-
fore, when Noormagi and his fel-
low delegates were recently 
brought to the Fox Run Mall for 
· hmch, they were amazed. Noor-
magi, who ~as a daughter named 
Alice, described his experience as 
"Alice's Father in Wonderland.~' 
The Estonians may have also 
feltthatwayon Wednesday night, 
when a reception was held for 
them at the First United Method-
ist Church in Portsmouth, of which 
Dr. Kerr is senior pastor. The 
MUSICIANS WANTED! 
keyboards and drummer 
Top 40 and Pop Music 
Night Club and Work In Merrimack 
Function Band Valley and Southern NH 
Call Bob 508-346-8194 
delegation had visited local farms · 
and hospitals and businesses, and 
wer~ able to observe what life in a 
democracy was like. But it was on 
Wednesday night that they were 
able to experience the warmth of 
N.H.'s Seacoast residents. Gifts 
were presented by Porstmouth 
Mayor Eileen Foley, Executive 
Councilor Ruth Griffin (on behalf 
of the governor) and Prof .. Joseph 
Caliro from UNH' s School for 
Lifelong Learning. . The 
Portsmouth Women's Chorus, 
directed by Priscilla French, per-
formed some American classics 
and a couple of the Estonians sang 
some of their native folk songs. 
But perhaps the most magical 
moment of the night was toward 
the end, when the Estonian dele-
gation sang their national anthem, 
one that had been banned for 
nearly 50 years, until the current 
changes in · their country began. 
Dr. Kerr then closed the evening 
by having everyone join hands and 
sing "Let There Be Peace on Earth." 
- With tensions increasing in 
the Soviet Union as the republics 
strive for independence, this song 
was undoubtedly one the Estoni-
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By Terri Panisevich 
Stop me now! I am a really horrible driver. So horrible, in 
fact, I think my license be taken away. Maybe even today, if 
that's possible. Seriously. It isa crime I am allowed to sit behind 
the wheel of my most recent car,_ the beloved Honda Civic 
"luxoc:ruiser", or any other speeding automobile of any type. 
And it is not just because of my inability to see stop signs or red 
lights. I'm just dangerous. 
Th~y should have revoked that legal right the moment after 
I totalled my first car, the cute, little, bunny-white Volkswagen · 
Rabbit. In fact, !'should have been arrested. About two weeks 
after I got the stylish hatchback, (my first set of wheels), I found 
myself driving around a narrow corner in-front of the historic 
town house in Strafford, Vermont. (Ever been up there? It is the 
most adorable town!) The street was only wide en~ugh for one 
car, and I couldn't see where I was going because snow was 
piled up eight feet high on both sides of the road. "He, He," I 
'chuckled to myself as I zoomed around the bend. "I'd be bumming if 
another car came the other way right now." Ha! Ha! I was really 
laughing when I looked up and saw the front end of a big, big 
Volvo right in my way. It was funny, the man driving the 
maroon sedan had this big mouth that was as O-shaped as a 
frisbee. I could clearly see the guy because he was only a few feet 
in front of my face. After the collision, the happy Rabbit was 
about six inches shorter, and another man, this one old, toothless 
and blessed with the aroma of a cow barn stc;trted to interrogate 
me. II Are you on drugs?" he asked as I bounced around the 
mangled cars, crying and acting really strange. I remember 
lookingatmylittlecar, thinking, "Gee. What a mess." And the old 
man wouldn't let up. "Why are yo"ll; so crazy? What's wrong 
with you?" he asked. 
What's wrong with me?" I could tell that old man what was 
wrong with me. The accident was all my fault. I wouldn't get 
any insurance money for a new car, and I'd have to walk the 120 
miles back home to Danville, New Hampshire to explain to my 
parents what I'd done. _ But believe it or not, the manure-
smelling man turned out to really like me. He actually believed 
I was probably a" good kid". (Just one who was unlucky enough 
to run into a townie who thought he owned the road.) The 
bovine-reeking farmer also turned out to be_ the Strafford Dep-
uty Sheriff. And when the Sheriff wrote up his version of the 
police report, he said that the Volvo driver was guilty. After all, 
he noted, the other driver had slid into my side of the road. I had 
stayed i~ my own lane. (But only on account of the Rabbit's last 
heroic attempt to stay in the lane that the centrifugar force 
caused by our motion through the curved path was forcing us 
towards anyway!) This meant I gotthe insurance money! (Happy 
Day!) I used this money to buy my second car, the trusty Dodge 
Omni. This second car was truly my buddy. 
And except for hitting a few too many potholes, I didn;t 
pose much of a threat to·the safety of the car or innocent human 
beings. In fact, probably the only dangerous thing I did in the 
Omni was drive sort of fast _pn the way to work one morning. lt 
was really sort of fun. I/As long as I'm late and driving speedy, I 
might as well see fww fast this car can go," I reasoned. I wasn't 
looking at the speedometer. I was concentrating on the open 
road in front of me, which; by the way, my car was eating up at 
an amazing rate. (Try it some time- if you are feeling really rich 
and have a lot of extra money to blow.) The Omni's steering 
wheel was shaking so hard it felt like I was hanging onto a 
jackhammer. That is why I probably didn't see the policeman, 
minding his own business, eating a donut, driving along in the 
opposite direction. Well, I did see.him as he turned on his lights 
and spun around to race me ... well, no, he wanted to pull me 
over. 
"I'm sorry, officer, I have no clue how fast I was going," I said 
when he finally caught up. He informed me I had been doing 87 
mph. (My little car could move, eh?). Unfortunately the speed 
limit was only 50 ~ph. Ooops. (Nasty ticket time.) 
I kp.ow that was a moronic thing to do, but in actuality, I 
wasn't responsible for the next silly thing that happened to the 
little dream-mobile. It was rear-ended one day while I was 
sitting at a red light (one of the few I have actually seen and 
ENVIRONMENT, from page 1 
down the kinds of trash burned in 
the incinerator. 
Also under air emissions is a 
survey of 204 commuter students. 
Ginsberg was aiming at getting a 
cross-section of commuter stu-
dents habits. 
"I like to think we got an 
accurate representation," said 
Ginsberg. 
If the report is accurate, then 
the total weekly driving mileage 
for UNH commuters is around 
· 407,000 miles. Nearly 40 percent 
of UNHcommuter students drive 
alone with only 13 percent car-
pooling and less than 11 percent 
using Kari-Van. 
The report will be available at 
Dimond library next week, accord-
ing to Ginsberg. 
"Students don't know what-
impact they have on the environ-
ment," said Ginsberg. "I want 
them to.see the impact." 
Ginsberg hopes the report will 
serve as a base from which future 
alterations and changes can be 
made in Waste production and 
disposal. He put the report to-
WUNH, from page 3 
contradictory to the entire con-
cept of student organizations. 
'-'We. have student organiza-
tions so students can get experi-
ence," said Garthwaite. He be-
lieves that Simony would be tak-
ing a position that could be held 
by a student. Garthwaite also 
stated that compensation was out · 
of the question. 
"Only students should be 
paid by student monies," he said. 
"[It's]thereto benefit undergradu-
ate students." 
At the Council meeting, Sim-
ony had offered to pay the stu.:. 
dent activity fee -in order to be 
eligible for the compensation. 
Garthwaite said that would be 
impossible to' do. 
''That's a mandatory student 
fee, and he's not a student," said 
Garthwaite. "[It] would be like a 
non-student paying the health · 
service fee to use our [university] 
medical facilities." 
Garthwaite be~ieves that 
WUNH' s current p~dicament is 
a result of their own poor plan-
ning, and that the station should 
stopped for). The senseless person 
here was the woman who slammed 
into the back of my car with her 
Ford Escort. (It was an ugly car 
with nasty vinyl upholstery) Guess 
what? My car was totalled. ~ 
there I was, two years into a mean-
ingful relationship, left shattered 
by a driver even more careless than 
myself. Who could have thought 
it possible? 
So now I'm on my third car. 
Although I haven't had many 
fender-benders yet, I think luxo-
cruiser sets the record for being 
stopped by the police the most 
times during a four week period. 
Last month 1 was pulled over in 
both Durham ("How are you doing . 
tonight officer?" I asked the police-
woman after I drove through the 
s~p sign. "Better than you are," 
she answered.) and Epping ("Did 
you know you were driving in the 
breakdown lane back by Cumber-
land Farms?"), ·but I didn't get a 
ticket for either one of them. 
(Psych!) 
I did, however, get another 
ticket (a very expensive one) when 
. I went to visit some really goofy , 
friends in Exeter a few weeks ago. 
The officer didn't even give me a 
chance to explain why I happened 
to be driving 43 mph in a 25 mph 
zone. (I had one of those wicked 
bad cramps in my-right foot for the 
reason that I have really big feet, 
like size 11 or .12, and they were 
stuffed into a size 10 loafer because 
I can never find footwear in my 
havEf prepared for the situation at 
the beginning of the year. 
"They created their own 
bind," Garthwaite sai~. 
Weyers berg called this charge 
"ridiculous." 
"We had three assistants in 
training," the music director said. 
''They [also] brought up the point 
that we should have used outside 
advertising, which makes no sense 
at all, because no one who isn't 
affiliated with the station could 
do the job- I mean, sure, they 
could do the job, but it would 
completely ruin the station, and 
everything we worked for to build 
up credibility ... would be totally 
destroyed." 
The fact is, ~ays Weyersberg, 
no qualified full-time student is 
willing to undertake the awesome 
responsibility of music director 
because · they fe_el that the;i r 
sc:;hoolwork ·wm suffer . ., Wey:.. 
ersberg said that he had to take 
classes part-time in order to fulfill 
his responsibilities as music direc-
tor. Simony called the job "con-
suming." 
size that looks like anything 
normal people would want to 
wear in public. So I kept stomp-
ing up and down on the accelera-
tor owing to the fact that my toes 
felt like they were scrunched into 
a vise, and I'm sure you don't 
know what this experience is like 
unless you've experienced it 
yourself.) 
Oh, by the way, I still haven't 
told mom and dad about that last 
run-in with the fuzz, so if you 
happen to come over for dinner 
some night, lets.not bring it up, 
OK? And when we are all sitting 
at the table, don't try to be really 
cool and say "Hey, don't worry 
about it Terri, I won't tell the..m 
about that really idiotic thing you 
did when you were driving your 
car really fast." Thank you very 
much. -It'snotfunny. Unless you 
want to see my dad get really, 
really mad. And he is a super 
nice guy, so don't do it, OK? 
And P.S., I'm only j<?king! 
I'm a great driver! Wanna take a 
ride in the luxocruiser? It'll be -
fun! 
TerriDanabananadenimsandwich, 
our. outgoing news editor,is a warm, 
beautiful, caring person ,struggling 
to get free under the weight of blond 
curly hair and Downtown Durham 
bars. Unpredictable behind the 
wheel, not to be trusted with matches, 
she remains, however, a vital, much -
needed member of our community. 
Give her a wet kiss. 
gether as part of an independent 
study project. 
Professors and instructors_ 
inside and outside the environ-
mental affairs depart.merit guided 
Ginsberg and the others in the 
report. 
The other auditors involved 
with the repor_t Were John C. 
Canning, Heidi Anderson, 
Gr~tchen VanNoy, Andrea 
Tomlinson, Maggie Soulia, Mi~ 
chael Trasatti, Katherine Maroney, 
Michael Guilbault, and Carol 
Guadette. 
Garthwaite suggests that 
WUNH run its operation the way 
SCOPE does. 
"If it's too big a job for one 
student, then . split the responsi-
bility," he said. 
Garthwaite pointed out that, 
at SCOPE, 12 students share re-
spvnsibility that_ would be held 
by only one person in the real . 
world. 
"Make it do-able for the stu-
dent,'' Garthwaite advised. 
Simony, who passed lip an 
internship at WFNX out of Lynn, 
Mass. and a possible job at RCA 
Records to be a music director, 
thinks that the university should 
look into making the job a ·full-
time professional position_. 
"I'm not-talking ~bout a lot of · 
money," said Simony. "But com-
mensurate to the area and to 
hourly pay. I don't_know, ~lOOO a 
month?" 
As it is, Simony feels that 
whether he is compensated or hot, 
he will gain something from the 
experience. 
· "If I'm music director at 
WUNH for a year, it gives me 
pretty good leverage to get into 
the music industry," said Simony. 
"[And] what's WUNH going to 
do without a music director?" 
Weyersberg -is concerned 
about the station . he's leaving 
behind. 
"What i~ serving students 
more?" asked the outgoing music 
director. "Having an unqualified, 
inexperienced person to b12 music 
director, to destroy the credibility 
of WUNH just so one student 
could do that job?" 
· Or, Weyersberg asks, 'does 
serving the students mean having 
someone who has four years' 
experience at the radio station 
behind them, plus two years' work 
with the music department. Does 
it mean getting someone who has 
been working towards the goal to 
become music director and main-
tain our hi-gh-visibility, high pro--
file in the musicindustry, there-
fore ensuring better opportuni-
ties for graduates of UNH to se-
cure jobs in the music industry? 
Weyers berg says, "I think the 
answer's obvious." 
Garthwaite is certain that no 
matter what resolutio_n is reached, 
WUNH will manage to survive 
with its reputation intact. 
"I think they'll beableto work 
it out," Garthwaite said. ''They 
have a lot of good people down 
there." 
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Expert, activist stress 
Earth _Day follow-through 
TASk Tip of the Week 
Prepare a study list of topics which might be 
covered on a cumulative exam by using old 
By Kerry J. Fortier 
Earth Day didn't end at mid-
night on Sunday, April 22. Every 
day is Earth Day. 
According to John Carroll, 
Coordinator of the Environmental 
·conservation Program at UNH, 
Earth Day is a year round effort. 
"Itisfarmoreimportantwhat 
people are doing the other 364 
days a year rather than the one 
day called Earth Day," said Car-
roll. 
The celebration of Earth Day 
was for awareness both globally 
and on this University. Carroll 
heleives that awareness isn't 
enough. People need to change 
their habits in order to make a 
difference in our environmental 
problems. " W e 
can not maintain our present 
environment and have the type of 
lifestyle we live today," said Car-
roll. "Some basic changes need to 
be made." 
Changes can be made at UNH 
to decrease pollution within our 
environment. One possible 
change Carroll beleives would be 
beneficial is to reduce the amount 
of parking on the campus. The _ 
reduction in parking would force 
people to ride together or to take 
public transportation, says _Car-
roll. The burning of fossil fuels 
would be greatly reduced and the 
damage to our vegetation and the. 
human population would de-
crease. 
Carroll says that possiblity of 
a reduction in parking is not prob-
able due to the fact that the Uni-
versity does not have the courage 
to take any action in this issue. 
Another possible change to 
make is in waste reduction. A 
food compost is a good way to 
recycle biodegradable waste. 
Carroll believes that our soci-
ety is addicted to consuming. As 
all people who are addicted, we 
deny that then~ is a problem and 
refuse to confront the prol?lem, 
according to Carroll. 
"We have to make changes 
and sacrafices for our environ-
ment. It (the environment) will 
continue to worsen until a time 
when people are shaken to the 
point of a forceable change/' says 
Carroll. 
Earth Day Coalition member, 
Donny Emerick also beleives that · 
· the planet's situation is getting 
worse. He thinks it is possible 
that, in a couple of generations, ~ 
the earth will be uninhabitable. ~ 
The Earth Day Coalition ~ 
hoped that the awareness from ~ 
earth day would be carried on and ~ 
changes would be made in their ~ 
lifestyle. This is ·not hopeful, ac- ~ 
cording to Emerick. · ~ 
"We can't make people ~ 
change. What we can do is show ~ 
them an alaternate way and hope . 
theymaketherightdecisiort," says 
Emerick. 
Earth Day may created 
awareness at UNH but change is 
the most important part of Earth 
Day, according to most environ-
mentalists. 
tests and quizzes, the course syllabus, the table 






Special Student Rates 
All Sizes To Fit Your Needs 
DOVER ICDJm1c 
North South 
Spaulding Turnpike visa= 
AWARD, from page 3 
i H 742-3675 
~ So<rth ~ 
~ Sumner Across from Sumner Drive,§ 
Student Body Vice President-
elect Ann-Marie Elek, a member 
9f last year's selection committee 
and a student senator, said the 
awards traditionally were 
awarded to graduating student 
senators. She said this year the 
awards were publicized as open 
to any graduating senior. 
Selection committee member 




Daily'& Weekly Rentals 
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Q.ooms and Studio Units. 
Completely Renovated 
Color T. V~ 
Telephones •Refrigerators 
Microwaves • Private Baths 
Daily Maid Srevice 
Parking 











sis was placed on the nomination 
letter itself. Batty and Elek agreed 
that a well-writt~n and explicit 
nomination was as important as 
the person who was being nomi-
nated. 
Batty and Elek also said that 
emphasis was placed on student-
written nominations because they 
took extra initiative and showed 
that It a stuaent was wrnmg to 
••••••• 




"'i 0~ Carol, Kris, Steph, 
~~ Julie, Graham, 







nominate someone then the nomi-
nee must be worth the award. 
The student senate awards 
were chosen among twelve other 
awards, also picked by the some 
eight-person committee. At pres-
ent the othe:r: · awards, some of 
which involve money and also 
·include underclassmen have not 
been announced. 
NEWMARKET STORAGE , 
"Store Your Stuff With Us~• 
All Size Mini-Bins,outside and inside 
vehicle storage. 
,... 
SPECIAL PRICE UNH 
SUMMER STORAGE •1o AVAILABLE ilb -6' x 12' Mini-Bin-May 15th to Sept. 15th -- $95 
~ No Deposit .... 
133 Exeter Rd./Rt. 108 Newmarket, NH May 18 to May 27 9-5 Daily 
1 Mile from downtown, on left at Billboard or anytime by appointment 
Open Weds, Fri. 1-5. Sat.,Suh. 9-5 (603)659-7959-Call for Info 
~ Drive Meadow Dover ~ 
~ -.-S-ell•iPP----1 Apartments Industrial Par1 
~ Storage 






Full & Part Time 
The spirit, energy and style of the catalog carries forth to our J. Crew 
· factory stores. · 
Due to our success, we are currently seeking additional store 
associates. Schedules for all positions include nights and weekends. 
Candidates should possess an interest in fashion, exhibit a strong 
customer service orientation, and have prior experience. 
~ offer an exciting environment, competitive salary, store discount, 
and comprehensive benefits. 
Interested candidates should apply in person to our store location 
nearest you : 
_ J. Crew Factory Store 
10 Bow Street 
Freeport, Maine 04032 
or 
Kittery Outlet Village 
Box 86, Suite 2, Route 1 
Kittery, Maine 03904 
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Taxes not included.Resb'ictions ap-
ply. One ways available. Work/Study 
abroad programs. Inti Student ID. 
EURAIL PASSES ISSUED ON THE 
SPOTI mi-
Boston Harv•d SQ MIT 
166-1916 497-1497 115-1555 
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Why bring all your possessions home for the summer, only to have 
to bring them back to school in the fall? Store them in our 
wharehouse. We're-
CHEAP 
• Storage: $ · 
as little as 25 /month* 
*fee depends on amount stored 
EASY 
• Pick-up: 
We'll pick-up FREE at your 
dorm/apartment May 21-28 
and deliver in the Fall 
742-5564 ' 
. Fully licensed &J insured 
CALL NOW!!! 
Space & FREE pick-up limited 
~¥ Birger Dahl 
The UNH administration is 
pressuring the Freshman Camp 
Organization to put a greater fo-
cus on academics rather than so- . 
cial awareness in its future pro-
grams. 
Anne Lawing, the liaison 
between Freshman Camp and the 
UNH administration, stated that 
changes will be made because of 
complaints that the program is 
sexist. Thecomplaintsaredirected 
at skits performed at Freshman 
Camp attempting to illustrate 
aspects of college life. 
There was one complaint last 
year out of 350 fre~hmen, said Jen 
Leosz, a Freshman Camp execu-
tive. The complaint involved two 
sentences in one of the skits. 
To correct the problem, the 
skits performed this year will be· 
previewed by a steering commit-
tee for approval. The committee is . 
made up of faculty. 
Long-term changes for Fresh-
man Camp are coming not be-
cause of complaints of sexism, but 
because the administration wants 
all freshman year programs to 
have a greater emphasis on aca-
demics, said Gregg Sanborn, Dean 
of students. 
The steering committee wi~ 
be evaluating all the freshman year 
programs, including Freshman 
Camp. 
No permanent plans have 
been made on how Freshman 
Camp wiH change, said Sanborn, 
but the administration is planning 
a separate evaluation of the pro-
gram this year, and changes.will 
be made for 1991. · 
Sanborn called 1990 a ;'tran-
sition year," and said that in the 
fall, the administration will work 
with the Freshman Camp student 
executives in making changes. 
The program will be geared 
toward -academics, said Sanborn, 
and it may be expanded to include 
all freshmen, not just a few. There 
· are no plans yet on how this will 
be done. 
Freshman Camp executives 
are confident that they will have 
control over any changes, said 
Stephanie Haveles, the theme di-
rector. However, they are, wor-
ried thattheadministration wants 
to tum t_he program into freshman 
orientation. 
Although Sanborn said that 
there has been confusion about 
what the administration wants to 
do, he assured that Freshman 
. Camp leaders would be the ones 
making changes in the program. 
Relocating? Call a Leader in Customer Satifaction 
• No Excuse Price 
• Full replace~ent value 
protection available 
• Firm pick-up & delivery dates 
, • Student & Faculty 
discounts available Alissa Kri.teman (left) gives Kristine Gmage the Compact Disc player she won for her poem on "Why Coke 1 • Local & Long distanc 
is best" which one the Cat's Closet contest. (Courtesy photo) 
moving & storage 
L 
10% OFF ALL CLOTHING!!! 
hii~9on 
Manchester, NH 
Toll Free Dial "1" & Then· 
800-322-0261 
ICC No MC 52793 MC 129505 NH MC No 34 ' 
_ Champion Swe~tshirts, Bodci'ous Boxers, Beezil Dezign and others. 
35, Muffins and 254 Donuts _between 7:30 & 8:30 am ! 
PICTURE POSTER SALE1 
Bring in a negative from your group, fraternity, or other campus organization and 
we will make a 16" x 20" poster for only $7.50! Seniors, don't miss out on .future 
memories! 
ALL 3 SALES Now· ,THROUGH .· FRIDAY MAY 1·1 
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Pine Island . ~ . ..· · . 
4-H Camp · ~ -~:1 ; -:- . 
. --~ -- -~- ~ 
M h t NH ...:; <-;!!!!!!fl:' --~--:. anc es er, =4-; ~ . 
July2-Aug.17 -~'-
For info call 627-5635 
C:\'IVERSITY OF . 
\:E\V HAMPSH IRE /A 
COOP E R AT I V E ~/t X_T_E_N_S_I _O_N 
Attention: 
Juniors and Seniors 
Respond today for 




April 30, 1990 
presented · 
by: 
H A V D E N 
S P O R T S 
38 Main Street 
Durham,NH 
03824 
Name: Rob Carpentier 
Sport: Bas·eball 
a Junior from Windham, NH 
UNH went 7-3 this past 
week in baseball and has 
wonfive straight. 
vs. Brown - completegame: 11-4 
win three-hitter,two walks, five 
strike outs. Perfect game through 
4 2/3 innings, gave up both walks 
and two hits in sixth inning for 
four earned runs. _ 
vs. Vermont - complete game: 
3-2 (12th inning) victory. Walked 
· two, both in the first inning, 
struck out seven, gave up eight • 
hits. A two-out bloop single cost 
him the shut-out. -
It's not to late to join! 
Respond today! 
Look for the "Athlete of. the Week" every 
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It took Freud 38 years to understand it , 1/, ~ % 
h . . h - .. · .. 1/,,-~1/J:~·%1 / You ave one ntg t. . .· . · ,.7-lfti~/~'° ® 1 
The psych exam is in 12 hours. And your id wants to party. Your ego VI' / AR, IN. 
wants to conk out. But your superego knows you need to stay awake y,-.. 
tonight to cram. 
Fortunately, you've got Vivarin. It helps keep you awake and mentally 
alert for hours. Safely and conveniently. So all your brainpower can focus 
on understanding the brain. 
If Freud had used Vivarin, maybe he could have understood the · brain 
taster, too. Revive with VIVARIN: 
c 19')0 Sigmund Freud copnight rt·pn·st·nted lw The Hoger Richman Agenn. lkwrly llil ls. ( :A 
((;) l')l)O SmithKline lkt·cham 
l 1se as <lin:c..·tt·<l. ( :<mtains <..:affc.:inc..· l"<.1uivalt.·nt of t\,·o cups of cc 1ffn: 
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,!!!FREE!!! 
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THE PERFECT SOLUTION 
511 SIXTH ST . DOVER . NH 03820 
742-4422 
WHYHAULIT 
HOME AND BACK? 
( .. Special UNH Summer Rates · 
( .. Transportation: available 
Start now- no rent payment ti/ June! 




THE PERFECT SOL UT ION ~6 S1Jl;~
2
:~~;;H 03810 
also available at Purdy Self Storage: 
(.. [u1:1,ua:] 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE, TUESDAY, fy1A Y 7, · 1990 
LEARN i2Ti 
BARTENDING' 
land a · good 
-summer job 
MASTER BARTENDER SCHOOL 
Call or [ 84 Main Street 
Write_ * Newmarket, NH 03857 








· OPENING THIS SPRING 
*uNH Faculty and Stafr° Golf LEAGUE 
. ' 
* -specializing in JUNIOR and 
BEGINNER GOLF_ Programs * Senior Citizen Day ~dies Day 
t WILDCAT GOLF SCHOOL Q · and more... o o · l,l, ,1l'lr,1 II ·· ····.. For further information call Betty or write: · 
Rte. i'os, Stagecoach Rd. 
Durham, NH 03824 · 659-6565 
(Locate;d ~*~iles,!_qut~ of 1UN_~) -'. \f 
PAGE 73 
June thru September, 1990· 
Non-stop service! Mix 'N Match! 
Immediate Confirmations! 
GATEWAY BRITAIN PARIS 
New York $129-$259 $199-$279 
Boston $159-$249 $219-$289 
- Each Way based on round trip. Depa~ure laxes and fees 
($11 Eastbound and up lo $20 Westbound) not included 
Participating carriers are British Caledonian. and 
Trans Continental Airlines. See Tour Participant Contract 
for Details. 








American Travel · -.· 
Services, Inc. 
l?Ae£TO THE/iNISH 
WITH ZENITH DATA SYSTEMS (O)JFJEN °JLIINJE 
· Enter Our Sweepstakes Today And Finish At 
The Most Exciting Race In Europe ... The Tour De France! 
. As you race to the finish of the school yeai; 
be sure to enter our "RACE TO THE FINISH" , 
Sweepstakes, where you could win one of these 
great prizes: 
GRAND PRIZE-ONE WINNER 
An all-expense-paid trip for two to Paris for the 
. 1990 Tour de France. 
FIRST PRIZE- 50 WINNERS 
A Raleigh Assault" or Finesse" All-Terrain Bike. 
SECOND PRIZE-500 WINNERS 
A go-anywhere Fanny Pack. 
' THIRD PRIZE- I,000 WINNERS 
A sports water bottle. 
To enter, just race over to the carnpus_cfmtact 
listed at nght and ask to take a free test anve on 
orie of our featured desktop PCs. It just might be 
Buy APC, 
Get A Bike FREE! · 
Buy any of our · 
qualifying 
desktop systems*_at 
a great student pnce, 
.. , , . and get a Raleigh 
• ~ _::)) All-Terrain Bike > J ABSO~UTELY FREE! 
-...... Now at 
of New Hampshire 
I Union Building 
ay-Friday 
- ·30 
the most rewarding test of your college career! . ~ICJIIC~-,;;,~~~W~Mr 
ZENTTH DATA SYS1EMS INNOVATES AGAIN_N 
Fonn No. 1246A 
ZIN/Tllr"I 
data systems kd 
Groupe Bull 
HURRY! SWEEPSTAKES ENDS JUNE 8, 1990! 
Graphics simulate Microsoft~ Windows, a prqd uct of Microsoft Corporation. 
·2;;ft¥ti~di!~:h~~,C~'~~~1~:e~6 ;i;i,~~i~:~i',;i3~~aLf;;,2e;~:e<J~1vT~~~to, 
. i) 1990. Zen ilh Data System,; 
for gay men, lesbians, & bisexuals 
·call with a specific problem, for 
info., or just to talk. 
We are here-when you need us- · 
Sunday - Thursday 5-1 O 
(Tuesday 6-1 0) 
funded by PFO 
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Thursday, May 3 at 7 & 9:30 
Strafford Rm. MUB 
$2 Non-Students 
The Environmental Forum: 
An open forum for the exchange of opinions 
on environmental issues 
By S. G. B. Dickens 
We do not inherit the world 
from our 'ancestors, we borrow it from 
, our children. 
- traditional A~ish saying 
I don't 'think we're being 
fair to the human race in general 
to blame our present 
environmental crises on ''basic 
human ,nature.' Some Native 
groups "live right" with the Earth; 
many people today are rnaking 
the effort to change. But our crazy 
white European "grandfathers" 
really set t~e Olympic record for 
deliberate environmental rapine. 
Typical American 
in an English garden. (Not only 
human natives but also the native 
plant and animal species!) In the 
-center of the continent, they 
. carele~sly _ squardei::ec:i . t.he ya,st. 
P!Od uctive, self-sustaining prairie 
grass-buffalo ecosystem to run 
European-introduced cattle and 
irrigate grain fields (mostly to feed 
the cattle). More recently, whole 
watersheds have been destroyed 
by coal mining activities so that 
they could run electric lights and 
build steel buildings. The list goes 
on .. : 
culture.) It'~ likely that we would 
have cooperated with the 
destruction if we had been born 
· 200 years ago with that set of values 
~J).<;i~r l h.os,e circµ mstanr~s. 
Grandfathermusthavehadag~ 
reason. 
:But he did not have a 
good vision. Blame it on "historical 
forces" or "economic necessity," 
but I do not thank him for dimin-
ishing my North ,f\merican home. 
Environmental Pollutants 
Pictures fr9m a photo essay by Lyle Robinson 
Which trash is worse- the overflowing disposal site pi~tured at 
left, or the isolated pieces of litter below? Which result from 
practices that we all take part in? Who is responsible for this? Who 
is responsible for the production of this waste? Who is responsible 
for~cl~~ ~ · 
.. . . .... .. .... . · ... ... ... ... . ·······.· ••:•··.·.·-·-·.·-:•···•:-·•:•:-:-:-:-·-·.:-:-·•:•:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-:-: .·.·.·-·. ·-·.·.·.·-·-·.··.·.··.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·-·-· .·.·.·.·.··.:-:-:-:-:-·-:•:-:-:-:::;:::::::::;:::::::::-:::•:::•:-:· 
history courses neglect the 
environmental Holocaust that 
occurred_ during the European 
invasion of North America. Think 
of it: from their beachheads at 
Plymouth Rock, Manhattan, etc., 
our ancestors essentially "mowed" 
the Great American Forest and tore 
out much of the Native American 
population as if they were weeds 
Was it necessary? What 
"success" or improved "standard 
of living" was this anyway? It 
seems to me that Grandfather's 
values were too materialistic, his 
European-modeled "civilization" 
too disconnected from any sense 
of natural biological 
connectedness. (Perhaps the eco-
feminists are correct to perceive a 
Today is.our walk in the 
sun. We must improve on the 
parents, whose ideas of acceptable 
behaviorinclude "commuting to 
work by automobile," "uninsu-
lated, 80-degree-heated build-
ings," and "overlighted hallways, 
classrooms, and offices." (Note 
7:g·~~y~,~::1;.i~rys:: }i~:r>li! ! ~ ! ! l illJ IIJllililli! [i Itl '.11ili!lii '. 
.·.:.:: .,:-::::: :_:_:: -.::·-·-·.::: :.-·_-:-::: :.:.::::::-.:::":::/:·:.::•:::·_:_:_:: -::-: -: . : ·.·.·-·-:-:-:-:-:-·•:··•:•'.•:.:-·-·.· . .. · . . . - ... 
:11■ltill i 8i :i lii liil / · 
· lack of nurturant, cooperative 
values in a male-dominated 
:n~r~r~:=~~~oo~andpar- 111111! 
::-::::;:;:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::i:::::i:\:i:::i!i:\:::::::::-: 
Public · action notices 
Current issues about which to write your congressman 
By Joel Claus 
Hello again! Back with a few 
more pieces of legislation for you . . 
Letters to your representatives 
concerning these issues could 
change the bill's outcome in Con-
gress. 
Antarctica 
The United Nations and Green-
peace support the idea of making 
Antarctica a "World Park." This 
measure would protect Antarctica 
from the stripping of its mineral 
resources and ensure its environ-
mental protection. The Antarctica 
minerals treaty currently allows 
countries to obtain minerals from 
Antarctica. Sen. Al Gore's (D-
TN) Senate resolution S.J.R. 206 
and Rep. Wayne Owen's (D-UT) 
identical House resolution H.J .R. 
418 denounce the mineral treaty 
and call for strong environmental 
protection for Antarctica. 
Ocean Protection 
The Ocean. Protection Act of 
1990 (H.R. 3751) introduced by 
Rep. Barbara Boxer (D-CA) seeks 
to provide permanentprotection 
for America's coast fromoff-shore 
oil and gas development, 
Nuclear Waste 
The Nuclear RegulatoryCommiS: _ 
sion is going to reclassify certain 
low-level radioactive wastes as 
"Below Regulatory Concern." 
This will allow the industry to 
dispose of this nuclear waste as 
everyday trash. For information 
on local ordinances, contact the 
Nuclear Information and Resource 
Service at 1424 16th Street, NW, 
Suite 601, Washington, DC 20036; 
(202) 328--0002. 
The above information was 
provided by Greenpeace Action. 
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The Most Important Fifty Cents 
It's a reality. Those dreaded rubber advocates of 
sexual promiscuity have invaded the wholesome world of 
vending machines on the UNH campus. Did you notice 
them? They re discreetly snuggled by the Pub Fries and 
the Nestle Crunch Bar. · 
Theyre condoms. Check it out'kids. Now's your 
chance. Sex is as easy as the Snicker's bar that you can 
purchase for · the same 50 cents. Let your morales drain 
a way as quickly as the quarters you drop into the machine. 
You know it's going to happen. The Manchester Union 
Leader teils us so. Yeah right. Once again the loud, 
irritating voice of the editorial page is trying to shove the 
conservative and ignorant perspectives down our colle-
giate throats. 
Union Leader last October. Obviously our journalistic 
heroes didn't get the hint. Case in point is Jim Finnegan's 
eye-opening editorial for The Leader recently. He calls us 
"Condom U." The man equates "the subtle use of con-
doms is the moral equivalent of the consumption of candy 
·bars and gum-inferentially equating chewing and you-
know-what-ing ... " 
in your age g·roup too. What do you call a sexually 
experienced adult that ignores the need for safer sexual 
practices? At least we are open-minded as college students 
to try and help ourselves. 
And what's next on our hedonistic road to irrespon-
sible sexual hell? 
Mr. Finnegan has so cleverly come up with the idea 
that UNH should publish a list of prostitutes, "safe" and 
"unsafe." Give us some credit. When students see con- · 
doms, little bells do not · go off in their heads screaming 
"have sex". 
What The Leader needs to know is that college stu-
dents will have sex whether or not it fits into any precon-
ceived notion of what is deemed to be morally correct. The 
university is not responsible for any student's choice of 
whether or not to remain abstinate. But our administration ✓ 
does have the opprotunity to help students slow down the 
spread of sexually transmitted diseases. 
· They see protection. 
The condoms ·cost the university nothing to install. And these diseases include AIDS. No one is claiming· 
that condoms will completely remove the risk of acquiring 
this disease. They aren't infallible. But Th~ Leader has the 
nerve to say that UNH should now be responsible for those . 
who use condoms incorrectly. The instructions are printed 
inaneasytoread pamphletinsidethecondom box. Anyone 
who really wantsto try out condoms to have safer sex will 
surely be able to understand and follow the directions. 
And guess what, Mr. Finnegan? AIDS is spread by people 
Sanborn and others are making safe sex accessible and _ 
discreet. lt's a frightening thought to consider how many 
couple's have had unsafe sex just because they wer~ to 
embarrassed to buy condoms over the counter. No one 
should condone sex for those who can't handle the respon-
sibility, but disease gets spread by those who take the easy 
way out. It's a good thing that the UNH administration 
realizes that as overseers of a public and diverse commu-
nity, they have the ability to educate those students who 
have already · decided to become sexually active. Con-
doms are v~tal. 
The administration's main intent was to promote safe sex. 
J. Gregg Sanborn, dean of student affairs, made this clear. 
In fact, he and his colleagues encouraged abstinence. 
"Obviously abstinence is the preferred approach, but there 
is a strong sense that if we are truly going to prevent the 
spread of AIDS, then we must make condoms (available) · 
to promote safer sex." 
Dean Sanborn made this point in an article for The 
• . . . . . . . .. .. . . . . :...::;; -, ii! ~ ~ J.iw ~ ~ ' 
Abortion More on Hypatia; welcome her 
Thoughts 
To the Editor: 
lam greatly distressed. Three 
times now L.I.F.E. has covered the 
campus with posters; ones about 
the national · March for Life in 
Washington DC.; for the presen-
tation Making an Informed Choice 
in March; and again for the movie 
"Meet the Abortion Providers" 
recen·tly. Soon after each time they 
were torn down, possibly by those 
who say a woman should have the 
right to choose whether or not an 
abortion is for her. How is it pos-
sible for people to make an in-
formed choice unless they are 
given theopprotunityto hear both 
sides of the issue, then decide for 
themselves? This is not allowed 
when the people suscribing to one 
opinion try to cover any views but 
their own, which is what appears 
to be going on now. The only 
reason I can think of for these ac-
tions is that the people doing this 
fear that people will become dis-
enchanted with the "Choice" 
viewpoint and join the ranks of 
the pro-lifers on campus. How-
ever, if one truly believes their 
views are correct, it shouldn't 
make a difference how much the 
opposing view is voiced-the 
truth will speak for itself. It is for 
this reason and out of respect for 
other people's opinions (whether 
ir not we think them valid) that 
the members of L.I.F.E. do not 
destroy any posters expressing the 
"choice" view. We would appre-
ciate the same respect. 
Laura M. Crossman · 
To the Editor: 
This is in response to Nora 
Nevin's piece in the April 24 
edition ofThe New Hampshire. 
I was astonished to find that a 
fellow faculty member had such 
a difficult time discovering who 
Hypatia w~s. She is listed in 
my dictionary (Random House 
Dictionary of the English Lan-
guage) as well as on the library s 
SAILS system. But my inten-
tion is not to impugn her schol-
arly zeal, rather I wish to ad-
dress the few substantive points 
. of her letter. 
I would have thought, 
given the tenor of the recent 
debate over UNH's diversity 
plan, an attempt to inject a de-
tached and anonymous per-
spective would have been wel-
comed. Afterall,muchhasbeen 
said of the ad hominem charac-
ter of some of the recent argu-
ments. ~ Personal invective, 
which has intruded into what 
could have been a lively intel-
lectual debate, has not dis-
played us at our best. Hence,an 
anonymous contribution,_ 
which contained neither ad 
hominems nor personal invec-
tive, but which sought, in my 
opinion successfully, to deal 
with the issues, should have 
been applauded. The very ano-
nymity of the piece should have 
drawn our attentions to the ar-
guments, which are more im-
portant than the author's "ori-
entation." 
_ I happen to teach both the 
American founding and classi-
cal political philosophy. I do 
not believe that it is either "in 
.deciet or in concealment" that 
the most profound explanation 
of the new American regime 
was written by a men who signed 
t};,.eir essay "Publius". Nor do I 
believe a stigma attaches itself to 
Plato who tells us in one of his 
letters that "no treatise by Plato 
exists or wilf exist, but those that 
now bear his name belong to 
Socrates become fair (kalos) and 
young." This is not even to 
mention the novelist Mary Ann 
Evans, otherwise known as 
George Eliot, who adapted a 
pseudonym because she feared 
that she would not receive a fair 
reception in a male-dominated 
world. 
Now to satisfy Ms. Nevin's 
curiosjty, whoever is behind the 
"mask" of Hypatia is irrelevant. 
We. must, however, admire her 
irony in her choice of "mask" 
Hypatia was a "Greek philoso-
pher renowned for her beauty," 
who was cut to pieces by a fren-
zied, irrational mob, which be-
lieved its cause just.· Given the 
vitriol of the recent debate, per-
haps she hrs added incentive to 
hide behind her "mask." 
I wish to end as I began: on 
a note of astonishment - rather 
· on two notes of astonishment. 
First, as long as letters contain 
neither libel nor any other form 
of calumny I see no reason not to 
publish 1them despite their lack 
of pedigree. My astonishment 
stems from reading an English 
Instructor's call for censorship. 
When I was young, this was 
. called McCarthyism. second, 
ideas defend themselves and one 
can, I believe, argue for or against 
an idea without knowing its pedi-
gree. knowing who the author is_ 
may,infact, prejudiceourviews. 
It is good to have Hypatia re-
mind us of this again. At least, 
she reminds those of us who are 
more concerned with the logos of 
the argument than the argument 
than with i~s parent what is and is 
not important in rational dis-
course. 
John R. Kayser 
Political Science 
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On The Spot Editor 
Jena DelPrete 
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The present 'day Holocaust 
by Lee Rosenfield ■ om Hashoah, Holocaust Memorial Day, 
commemorates the massacre of more than six 
· million Jews under the mighty hand of Adolf 
Hitler. This year, it fell on April 22. 
The purpose ·of this article, however, is 
not to focus on the past, although the memory 
of the Holocaust should forever .be kept alive. 
Instead, I wish to look at the pr~sent day Holo-
. caust in which we live. In World War II, as 19 
million people perished in Germany and East-
ern Europe, the rest of the world turned its back 
on them. Are we doing the same thing again? It 
was not until 1942 that the United States finally 
entered the war-nine years after Hitler began 
his rise to power. Nine· years and nineteen mil-
lion lives too late. 
-Currently, thousands, perhaps m1llions 
of lives . are being lost in a world holocaust. 
Where? Just turn on the news any day of the 
week and quickly you will pe informed. (A? 
college students so many of us are uninformed 
about day to day world and local issues. The 
paradox is that as college students we should be-
at our height in appreciation of world and local 
news.) These are~s of unrest are as far away as 
Russia and Lithuania (a simple denial of free-
dom and democracy that could very soon turn 
nasty), the Middle East (where thousands ofls-
raelis and Palestinians have already di.ed and 
continue to '4ie daily), and even as close as 
Boston where it s·eems that nightly another per-
son is the victim of racial unrest. · 
What will it take to stop this current day 
Holocaust? 
Holocaust is a term that means a thor-
ough destruction especially by fire. It is most 
often referred to as the genocidal slaughter of 
European Jews by the Nazis during World War 
H. Jews around the world hold this period of 
history sacred in remembrance of our forefa,.. 
thers and to ensure that it will NEVER happen 
again. But isn't it? · 
Also, let us not hastily forget nor forgive 
what happened in China in the Pro-Democracy 
movement just.last year. Thousands of Chinese 
students were ruthlessly murdered for express-
ing what we, as Americans, consider the right of 
free speech and the right to be free. For exercis-
ing· this right, the Chinese government mali-
ciously murdered these innocent men and · 
women. In so doing, they sent a message to the 
world that they will not tolerate such action and 
will destroy anyone who does. What wasworse 
was that the Bush Administration virtually 
overlooked this malicious act. It even contin-
ued clandestine diplomatic relations after the 
· blood bath. Oh, how history repeats itself! For 
all you history buffs, does this remind you of 
World War II when 19 million people died? 
What about South Africa? Apartheid is 
tearing that country apart. Why can't the Blacks 
and Whites of this country learn to live harmo-
niously? Why do thousands of lives need to be 
sacrificed in a lose-lose situation? 
What does it take to stop this evil? 
I askall of you to use that day, April 22, 
to remember all those people who courageously 
faced death in support of their basic human 
rights. Please send a message to your senator to 
bring to Wc1shington to tell the Administration 
that we expect all people to be treated fairly and 
..,democratically. Tell them that we demand that 
our government send that message to friend 
and foe around the world. For what these brave 
souls sacrificed, isn't that the least we can do? 
Lee Rosenfield is the president of Hillel, UNH's 
Jewish student or anization . 
. A Farewell to UNH 
Thoughts on research and relocation by Rick Hurd 
llner seventeen years at UNH, this summer I 
will depart to join the faculty at Cornell University. 
Although I am enthusiastic about my new position, 
I deeply regret having to leave. As recently as) 986 I 
fully expected to complete my career here. I have 
benefitted greatly both personally and profession-
ally from my association with the students, faculty 
and staff of the Whittemore School. I will take with 
me fond memories of a business school which es-
chewed a simplistic, narrow approach to business 
education and pursued instead a model which pro-
moted a true liberal arts orientation and encouraged 
students to think for themselves. It has been a 
pleasure to be involved in an economics program 
open-m,inded enough to tolerate broad political and 
methodological diversity. My fifteen year old WSBE 
"Study Business in the Boonies" poster will hang 
proudly on the wall of my office at Cornell. 
When I came to Durham in 1973 this campus 
was alive with a spirit of purpose. We really believed 
that UNH was a special place which could offer a 
superb undergraduate education while supporting a 
limited number of high quality, specialized and often 
unique graduate programs. Faculty and students 
worked together with the administration to get the 
most out of a limited budget. 
But over time the environment c.hanged. 
The University System of New Hampshire was cre-
ated and administrative authority was gradually 
syphoned from our campus. Incremental shifts in 
resources away from academic ·programs fueled the 
growth of an increasingly bureaucratic administra-
tion. Influence of faculty and students waned, and As I see it UNH has two choices. The best morale began to suffer. The spirit of comraderie and choice would be to gradually but aggressively im-
commitmen tto the university was replaced by inter- prove the research environment. Among the needed 
nal bickering and faculty individualism. It was in changes are upgrading the library, increasing finan-
reaction to t~is environment that I responded enthu- · cial subsidies for simple research necessities, reduc-
siastically to the job opportunity at Cornell. I do not ing teaching loads of exceptional researchers, and regret my decision to leave, but part of me wants to linking individual faculty salary increases more 
stay and fight for a better UNH. clearlytoresearchproductivity. Thesechangeswould 
Had I been asked to suggest a title for the require reallocation of funds away from administra-
article which appeared in the· Friday, April 27New tive functions, particularly those associated with the Hampshire I would have chosen "Hurd to Move to University System offices. · 
Cornell-EncouragesFacultyandStafftoUnionize." The second alternative is to tolerate the Instead the headline writer took a quote out of con- administrative structure but stop pretending to be a text and created a totally inaccurate impression with research university. Substantial research require-
the subheading "USNH Should Cut Research." I am ments without either an adequate support system or not at all certain that anyone shoud care what I think competitive faculty salaries really make no sense. An aboutUNHpolicysinceiamleavingofmyownfree attainable option would be to de-emphasize the will. But since the article has already been published, research requirement and graduate education · and I feel compelled to set the record straight. focus limited resourceson undergraduate programs. 
Should UNH cut research? Of course not. Evenunderthisscenario,researchsupportshouldbe Every possible effort should be made to encourage maintained at current levels. 
faculty to pursue new ideas and develop new intel- The decision about what course is best must lectual passions, because this is the best way to be made by those of you who have the energy and · assure that professors will be alive and enthusiastic commitment to help UNH achieve it's potential. In educators. leaving I would like to wish the best of luck to my 
What should be exorcised is the bureau- friends and colleagues in the AAUP in their fight for 
cratic rule-based mentality which judges research collective bargaining. I would also like to thank all-of output solely on the number of refereed journal . those in the UNH community who have helped · 
articles. What must be confronted is the inconsis- make these the best years of my life. 
tency between increasingly rigid research require-
ments for promotion on the one hand, and an ineffec-
tive research support system on the other. 
Rick Hurd is a departing Professor of Economics. 
L 
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Save up to L ___ _ 
.· I I I 
- I 
-----J . . I. 
Earn commission selling ads -for 
Main Street magazine, while 
. gaining knowledge jn the 
advertising field! 
. on Balfour Gold College Rings. 
Brain wave! Special savings on Balfour Gold 
College Rings going on right now! Save $30 on JOK, 
$5t)on 14K and $80 on 18K Gold College Rings. 
Have a smart attack-hurry in soon! Because this 
intelligent offer won't go on forever, and -ypu 're too 
smart'to miss out! · 
May 3rd, & 4th 
MUB 10:00am - 3:00pm 
Q 
ROOM '9o DRAW 
Between Hall Room Draw 
All Students Who Received A 
Between Hall Room Draw· Priority 
Number And Did Not Choose A 
Room During The In-Hall Process 
Are Reminded That: · 
BE1WEEN HALL ROOM 
DRAW WILL BE HELD 
. WEDNESDAY, MAY 2, 1990 
F~OM 6:00 PM~ 9:30 PM IN 
NEW HAMPSHIRE HALL 
You Will Receive Instructions For 
Your Specific Arrival Time Through 
The Mail. If You Have Any Questions 




Contact The Student Press / 
862-2730 
I OR STOP BY RM. 153, 
_ n MUB TO SIGN UP FOR 
U AN INTERVIEW 
-I Deadline: Thursday May 3rd 
J ,._ ------------------l-
"Floating Dream Sketch" by 
Peter Max, Copyright 1989. 
UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE 
SUMMER SESSION 1990 
Four Summer Te-nns 
June 4-July 6 
June 4-August 10 
July 9-August 10 
July 2-August 10 
♦ Over 300 undergraduate and graduate credit courses in liberal arts, _ 
business, education, engineering, physical sciences, agriculture, biologi-
-cal sciences, health and human services, plus field experience and 
independent study, and many more. Make up credits, advance your 
· degree, or improve your G.P.A. 
. 
Registration Now In Progress 
For a Summer Session Catalog, Call (603) 862-4234 
Or visit the Summer Session Registration Office, 
.· Verrette If:~use; 6 Garrison Avenue. · 
..... 
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Feel good about storing 
Let us put a smile on your .race 
Put Your Goods in a 
Happy Place 
Special Year-End Student Discounts 
FARMINGTON ROAD MINI STORAGE 
Route 11 West, Rochester NH 
Rentjor less than $2.00 /Day 
Call Now- Collect · Free Pick-up 
332-4234 Your Home Away From Home Storage 
Student Re resentative Wanted 
-NEED EXTRA 
$ INCOME?$ Interested in a 
profitable home for 
business? For FREE 
information write: 
B & C Publishing 
65/149 Portland Ave. 
.. Dover, NH 03820 
STRAFFORD PLACE 
LEASE NOW FOR '90-'91 
Studio Rooms and Suites. All Rooms with Kitchenettes. 
Only Two Apartments Still Available. 
Call 868-2192 for information. 
Mon.-Fri. 9am-1pm, 2pm-4pm 
10-14 Str•fford·A~:enu.e, l)ur1-~ . . -~Qw ,B~ps,bire 03824 
- Major c.■edft · cards accepted for p~yment of rent. 
STUDENT 
This ... 
Is all that stands between you 
and someone who cares. 
Call Coo·I-Aid 862-2293 
The Theater And Dance Departmeil 
Presents 
'1rJ]1 ~ JL@WY~~ 
IID ~ IP"ir JJ1 ~ 
by Maxim Gorky 
Johnson Theater 
Paul Creative Arts Center 
April 27 & 28 at 8 p 
May 2 at 10:30-am 
May 2& 3 at 7 pm 
May 4 & 5 at 8 pm 
General Admission $6. 
Students/Employees/ Alumni/Seniors: $5 
Tickets At MUB Ticket Office: 862-2290 
And at The Door 
'Ifie PCay 'lJoes Contain J'lduit Language 
SENATE 
·PAGE 
"And I am Outta Herer' 
Bills on the Floor: April 29, 1990 
Student Senate Bill XI- 123: 
· Student Senate Bill XI-124: 
Student Body President and Vice-President Summer Stipend Proposal 
Approval of Student Activity Fee 
Student Senate Bill XI -1_28: Legislative Intern Proposal 
Approved on Sunday night was a proposal to pay both the Student Body President and Student Body Vice·-president $2.500 to remain in 
Durham to represent student interests during the summer months. They will be required to set a list of priorities and report back to the 
full Senate in the fall. Until this proposal was passed, compensation for summer work by the Student Body President and Student Body · 
Vice-president came throught the Student Development Office. Because this may represent a conflict of interest. the Student Senate 
chose to allocate the $5.000 from its own budget 
The Student Activity Fee for the 1991 Fiscal Year was also approved. The fee for next year will be $58.00. This is $1 less than last year. 
and is expected to generate close to $550.000. This money is used by all Student Activity Fee Orgarmations (such a~ Scope. The New 
Hampshire. and Cool-Aid) and any other recognized student group which requests fup.ding through the Programming Fund Organization. 
The Legislative Intern Proposal set guidelines for the selection and duties ofa student representative who will work at the _ State Capitol 
in Concord. representing student concerns to the legislature. Anyone interested in this position for 1990-91. can stop by the Student 
Senate Office. Room 130. MUB, and talk to Jay Brown or Al Dobron. Students for the University Co-Chairs. · · 
Notes from Room 130 
Already in progress for next year: A committee to research the structure 
of the Student Senate. Official results ·of the referendum which 
questioned voteis '_'Do_ you _think that the UNH Student Se~te , as it ls 
. . currently structured, adequately and effectively represents you?'', showed 
that 71% of those who responded either 'do not know' or think 'no'. 
Applications are still being accepted for Senate Executive 
positions. Anyone interested in becoming a chairperson in 
one on the six positions still available can stop by the office 
and ask for Jim Batty, Executive Officer. Deadline for 
a~p~~ations ls Tµesday, May _l, 199(>. _ . 
This meeting was the last meeting of the Eleventh session 
of the Student Senate. ·BYE! ' · 
. -
o ·. [p ~· PRESENTS 
GET YOUR TICKETS NOW! 
TICKETS WILL BE $10 AT 
THE·DOOR! 
MAY 5, 1990 
8:00 pm 
• .. . . . • 
• • ••••· '1 I• ••• 
•• • •• •·◄ . . . .. . . . ...... 
• • ••• • • ·-• .. 
• 
I Granite State Room ; 
i $5.00 students $ 7 0.00 non-students I 
'e« . . !I ii! 
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Glory Finally Comes To New Hampshire! 
Oscar Winner Took Its Xirne, But Was Well Worth The Wait 
By Marc Mamigonian 
Last month, Glory was 
honored with several Academy 
Awards, including best support-
ing actor for Denzel W Flshington. 
The film was released late last year, 
which begs this question: why did 
it take so long for such a magnifi-
cent film to get released in our 
neckofthewood.s? I don't have an 
answer for this; I am not privy to 
the obscure inner workings of the 
miml of the film distributors. At 
any rate, Glory is certainly a major 
achievemei;i.t for everyone in-
volved. 
simply because he is white and 
leadingthetn. Hecan'twin;none-
theless, he wins the loyalty of the. 
soldiers by working on their be-
half, and he impresses the Army 
brass by using his family connec-
tions to benefit the regiment. -
Edward Zwick- one of 
the men behind the thirtysome-
thing juggernaut- directed Glory; 
it is his debut as a director, and he ' 
is extremely effective. There aren't 
- that many g~eat Civil War films, 
butthegreatones-BirthofaNation, 
Glory is the story of the 
formation of the Massachusetts 
54th Volunteer Regiment, an all-
black regiment led by a white 
commanding officer, played by 
Matthew Broderick, who eventu-
ally see action in the late stages of 
the Civil War. Among the black 
soldiers are Denzel Washington 
and Morgan Freeman. Washing-
ton.is a perpetually angry escaped 
slave;thewhip marks on his back 
tells us why. He is bitter about the Glory's.'Jihmi Kennedy, Denzel Washington', and Morga,n Freeman 
· Red Badge of Courage- are really 
great. Wisely, Zwick avoids the 
kind of Matthew Brady style real-
ism tha,t was so effective for Grif-
fith and . Huston, respectively, in 
black and white tones. Zwick 
exploits the superb color cin~ma-
tography of Fred Francis; he aims 
for a more gritty sort of blood and 
guts realism. The horror of hand 
to hand combat is emphasized in 
all of the battle sequences, espe-
cially the opening Antietam battle 
episode. Zwick, for someone ac-
customed to TV, has a surprising 
grasp on cinema. 
white man; bitter about being acts as a kind of middle-man be-
treated like an animal; bitter about . ~tween ~roderick ·and the other 
bla~ks in the regiment !~ne.,j ~ , "~!,a~tr,,~_t.h a~e:,s~p~tb. ".-
part1cular, actually) whotryto~act .. :'#,; - '<]he ft1m ·1s 1ust as much 
likewhites.MorganFreeinanisan about Matthew Broderick's Colo-
older,morematurevolunteerwho nel Shaw, the son of a wealthy 
Boston family who volunteers to 
lead the black regiment and is met 
with,,itfyf_gciri-sy.:at ~vityt um .• fle' 
is given' mixed messages; on-the 
one hand, he is told that it is noble 






for the blacks, but on the other 
hand he is viewed with scorn for 
_ actually takMg action iri 'that cfi~ 
· rection. And then, to cap it off, ' 
so111:e of the blacks he is leading-
especially Washington-resent him_ 
Ariyway, Glory is finally 
here (in fact, it is at both the Mall 
and the Strand). It will probably 
be out on video soon, but it is well 
worth seeing on the big screen. 
Kerri Ripel and Lee Doyle play the young Louis and 
Monique Braille in the UNH Children's Theater 
production of"Journey Toward The Light," which will 
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The.Walkers Take Grover's By Stor1ll 
, By J.W. Morss 
Wallpaper Music is the 
. name fellow Walkers Manny Ver-
zosa and Patrick Newbery have 
chosen to publish their music 
under. Their musiC'is indeed pic-
turesque and comforting like an 
old shoe. The Walkers originated 
when Mainers Manny Verzosa 
, and Patrick Newbery packed up 
their equipment and drove (did 
you expect them to walk?) down 
the turnpike to Boston. In January 
· of '89 the duo cut demos with 
some Boston session players and 
guests Laurie Sargent and Treat 
Her Right' s Jim Fitting. The result 
· was And At The End Of The Day ... 
("songs written in the state of 
Maine"), a polished debut which 
received kudos from the local 
music establishment, earning a 
Boston Music A ward for best 
debut on an independent label. 
End Of The Day also got the band a 
contract with the major label At-
lantic. Patrick explaihs their good 
fortune this way: 
· "When Manny and I 
came down from Maine to make 
this tape, we hooked up with a lot 
of musicians. So right away the 
tape was heard by other musi7 
cians and people in the industry. 
And the tape was a quality piece 
because of the talent we had- it 
didn't sound like a band doing 
their first studio project." 
Patrick also ascribes their 
success to word of mouth and 
being at the right place at the right 
, time. . Still, he cautioned those 
aspiring musicians to have their · 
music together before they jump 
into the collective musical caul-
dron of the big city. Patrick de-
scribes their music as "acoustic 
rock," amusicalstylemissingfrom 
today's scene. Patrick walked over 
the familiar folk categorization: 
"My musical back-
ground is not really folk at all. I 
enjoy folk music, but I grew up~ 
playingmuchharderstuff. On the 
EP, for instance: 'Deny' started out 
as something that was really in-
spired by Husker Du .... We looked 
at it with a lot of humor when we 
c~e down to Boston and people 
started saying that we were a folk 
band. Because that wasn't what 
we were setting out to do." 
The Walkers set out to 
_.win over last thursday night's 
audience at Grover's in Beverly 
Massachusetts. The four piece · 
featured, besides Patrick and 
Manny, Michael Rivard on acous-
tic and electric bass, and Carl 
Coletti on drums and background 
vocals. The band is presently 
looking to add a second guitarist. 
However, the group as it was 
played a strong set. The only time 
I wished for another guitar was on 
their laid-back Stones' cover "No 
Expectations" which begged for 
an easy-soaring lead in places. 
Still, I was impressed 
with the two covers performed, 
the other being an astounding, 
gritty version of Prince's "Alpha-
bet St." The band showcased their 
professionalism in Carl's tight be-
bop brushwork and Michael's 
soulful scaling on the bass. 
Patrick's acoustic guitar anchored 
the proceedings, while Manny 
. charmed the crowd with his rich 
vocals and frivolous manner, 
evinced by his proffering New 
Kids On The Block fan cards to the 
disinterested. With just "89 Cents" · 
and coffee on the dashboard,. 
Manny may view the world as 
"Utter Nonsense" but he should 
be pleased with how the world 
views him·- a charismatic front-
man for a solid band. 
The Walkers' music isn't 
folk music- it's good music. Their 
live set included both' hard and 
soft numbers, some funky 
("Feast" ;"Sweet , Sweet"), some 
jazzy ("Heads Will Role'), and 
some just plain catchy ("Real-
ized"). The band falls somewhere 
between the late sixties group Love 
for their smooth vocal/ acoustic 
interpolation and the Silos for their · 
earthy feel. The Walkers will be 
releasing a fulllength work around . 
July, accompanied by some selec-
tive radio promotion and a na-
tional tour. Paste their wallpaper 
music in your listening room-




(Photo by Mr.-Morss) 
Wild Orchids: Even 9 1/2 Weeks Was Better 
By Marc Mamigonian 
For an e xercise in point-
lessness and tedium par excel-
lence, I heartily recommend Wild 
Orchid, a mindless mixture of 
turgidity and concupiscence. 
American film, seemingly on a 
quest to make sex as boring as 
possible, may have reached its 
apex(nadir?)in Wild Orchid, which 
features · the swollen, overly 
tanned presence of Mickey Rourke 
and the .exceptional beauty and 
meager talents of Carre Otis (you 
know her and love her from the 
Victoria's Secret catalogues). 
Don't be gulled by the commer-
cials and previews for Wild Or-
chid, which indicate that the film 
is one long orgy featuring the not-
inconsiderable physical charms of 
· Ms. Otis; in fact, it is about is stimu-
lating as (to quote G.B. Shaw, who 
did not, as far as I know, ever see 
. · Wild Orchid ) ''listening to paint 
dry." -
,. The film bills itself as ''By 
the Makers of 9 1/2 Weeks," as if 
that is suppo;,ed to be a positive 
• point for it. As lame as 9 1/2 Weeks 
was, however, it did possess a 
modicum of visual style (which 
was inappropriate to the subject 
matter, but that's another kettle of 
fish) and some semblance of dra-
matic tension between Mickey . 
"Mr. Kinky Sex" Rourke and Kim 
Basinger. Like its predecessor, 
Wild Orchid was inexplicably 
slapped with an X-rating before 
editing out approximately 10 sec-
onds. Having seen the allegedly 
smoldering "unedited" 9 1/2 
Weeks, I can attest to there being 
nothing particularly frenziedly 
erotic in it; now, I haven't seen the 
10 seconds cut from Wild Orchid, 
and, being rather naive, I am not 
sure that 10 seconds of anything 
would merit an X, but perhaps it 
has something the rest of the film 
lacks, namely, excitement of any 
kind. 
Carre Otis plays an im-
probably innocent young .corper 
rate lawyer who is sent to Brazil to 
negotiate a building development. 
She is joined by Jacqueline Bisset, 
who acts like she is hyped up on 
amphetamines (particularly in 
contrast to the logy performances 
of Otis and Rourke). One day, in 
an old hotel on the site of the new 
. development, she watches two 
natives banging a way under a 
gutter spout. She is stunned and 
appalled (personally, I was cu_ri-
ous how the couple were going to 
get home, having ripped each 
other's clothes off). Evidently she 
has gone through her twenty-odd 
years without ever having heard 
of sex. And I thought I was naive. 
The film seems to be setting up 
Brazil as ~ land of happy (mostly 
black) people who just like to dance 
and copulate all the live long day. 
It is vaguely Rousseauean, and 
less vaguely racist. 
Rourke is a stinking rich, 
senselessly enigmatic lad who 
pursues Otis, yet pulls back when 
she tries to get close to him, which 
prompts some awkward and silly 
. Freudian posturing (his parents 
left him or died or something, etc.). · 
_ Rourke insists in speaking virtu-
ally every line in a Brando-like 
whisper that is meant to be erotic. 
It isn't. We are meant to have our 
curiosity aroused by his mystery. 
It isn't. -
Wild Orchid is directed 
by Zalman King. So what? He 
could have, perhaps, with a differ-
ent cast and script done some- ' 
thing. _Or, taking a different path, 
he might have made a good, ol' 
fashioned exploitation flick cen-
tering on Carre, Oti~' ample 
charms. Meaning, of course, that 
it would have been a different 
movie, which is what I really 





95 \lain St.. Keene. :\H 
Frida,·. Ma,·-' 
s P.l\t. . 
All Ages Welcome 
Tickets: $9 adv./$10 day of show 
Reserve/Charge at Colonial Box 
Office-Open 4-9 P.M. daily 
Tickets also available at ,-,..-.-.""'·,...,....,.., 
Ticket info: (603) 352-2033 
Presented by Dionysian Prod. 
-.... '\... 
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Reed And .Cale Reunite 
\ 
By Sean Carroll . 
Lou Reed and John Cale, 
the two driving creative forces be-
tween the first two Velvet Under-
ground Albums, are back together 
again for the first time in some-
thing like twenty-five years. Their 
new album, Songs for Drella, is 










- together. In 
fact, they even 
performed to-






after all this 
time? The 
memory · of 
their original 
idea man and 
inspiration, 
tale of urban decay and general 
weirdness, Songs for Drella is more 
of a look at Warhol himself, trying 
to get a feel for the man behind the 
image. This production is any-
thing but slick; it contains a large 
amount of love that was missing 
from t_he Velvet's early work, and 
the late, great Lou Reed, who provides guitar and vocals. 
Andy Warhol. Songs for Drella is a certain simplicity. 
Reed and Cale's musical fiction of Songs for Drella is, like 
Warhol's .life. Lou has tried this · Lou'slastalbum,NewYork,asingle 
before, with his song "Walk on piece, meant for performance. It 
The Wild Side." All those charac- was originally co-com~ssioned 
tersinthe:song,likeLittleJoe(who ·hj The ,Brdbklyn Academy of 
never once gave it away), are part Music and The Arts At St. Ann's. 
of the scene at the factory, Andy's The whole.album makes a kind of 
studio in the late sixties and early fairy tale from a loosely chrono-
seventies. logical fictionalization of Warhol's 
While "Walk on the Wild life. The effect is largely like that 
Side" was a slick, name dropping of a fairy tale. 
Like all fairy tales, the 
media of today wants to str~- . 
line the tale, make it mass market-
able. Andy is reduced to a coy 
gossip mong~r, whose art is at 
most seco:n,dary. · Extracts of his 
trash / -gossip diaries were even . 
published. in People Magazine. 
Like Elvis and Marilyn, Andy's 
life has become something of a 
growth industry since his death, 
with all the books and retrospec-
tives since his death. 
If Reed and Cale's ver-
sion of his life is a fairy tale, then 
it is much closer to the Brother's 
Grimm roots. While parts of are 
sweet, Andy also gets shot; at one 
point he dreams of his old wound 
opening up and drenching his 
shirt with blood. 
The fable starts out with 
Andy asa kid on "Small Town," 
a kind of misfit, "When you're 
growingup'in a small town/ Bad 
skin, bad eyes-gay and fatty / 
everyone looks at you funny." I 
guess Pittsburgh in the thirties 
had small town mentality if not 
actually smallness of size. The 
song has an appealing goofiness; 
it sounds a bit like the beginning 
of a musical, which in a sense it is. 
The album follows 
Andy through his early days in 
New York City on "Open House," 
and continues on "Style it Takes," 
when Cale takes over the the vo-
cals in his slight!f . ~reepy ~ elsh 
accent. "Styl,eifTakes" shows.his 
early .successes, like his 24 hour 
movies of the Empire State Build-
ing and his Brillo box sculptures. 
Andy played with the definit~on 
of what was art: "I've got a Brillo 
box and I say it's art /It's the same 
one you can buy at any supermar-
ket / cause I've got the style it 
takes." 
Just as Warhol played 
with the definition of art, so too 
the Velvet Underground changed 
the conception of what music was 
like the best of Cale's craziest solo 
work, as he takes on the character 
of Andy, and mumbles about a 
psychotic dream he had. Not only 
is the dream crazy, but it is a sort of 
catharsis for the two artists. · They, 
like many, shunned Warhol when 
hewasdowrt. 
Atone point in 
the song Cale 
/ Warhol says 
"Lou :R.eed got 
married to-





down with a 
sort of bitter-
sweet note, on 
1'Hello It's 
Me." The 
music be- · 
comes siµi pie, 
mellow,' and 
Reed sings, "I 
hope so,me-
way some-
how you like 
this little show 
/ I know it's 
. . . _ . late in coming 
John Cale, Welsh keyboardist and vocalist. but it's the 
and is. The best cut on the album only way I know/ Hello it's me-
is probably the next one, titled goodnight Andy ... / Goodbye 
"Work." Lou'showlingguitarand Andy." Reed and Cale seem to 
Cale's wailing viola are reminis- havefinallymadetheirpeacewith 
cent of t_he best and craziest of theirmentorbytheendofthedisc. 
early V.U. (e.g. "Venus in Furs," It has taken .them some forty al-
or "Sister Ray''). L<:m's vocals are bums between them to get to it, 
a perfect examP,le of the talking , butbetterlatethannever. Whether 
blues style he has mastered over you are a fan of Reed, Cale, or 
the years. Warhol, this album is a fine piece 
Other good tracks in- ofwork. 
elude "The Dreain," which sounds 
Phish: Caught At The Strand Theater 
By Philip Fujawa Jr. withtightcontrolledd-llhmsand 
Even though friends had imaginative solo efforts. 
played Phish tapes for me numer- While their second set 
ous times nothing could have pre- · was more relaxed, there was no 
pared me forwhat happened last , doubtthatPhish'senergywassti_ll 
Saturday. Phish is a band that is there. They continued to give the 
meant to be seen live, and when audience excellent, danceable 
they played the Strand Theater in music right up to the very end: 
Dorchester, Massachusetts they · After leaving the stage they re-
showed the audience why. turned for an encore called, "Big 
If you haven't been to Fat Hairy Creature from Mars" 
the Strand, and chances are good that poked fun at hardcore. While 
that you haven't, it is a very old, itwaseasytoseethehumorinthis 
very large establishment. You can last number it was a weak ending 
easily dance in the front row, relax to what was a very strong show. 
in the back, or watch the entire Phish showed how good 
musical frenzy from the expan- a band can be without getting 
sive balcony. In other words, no caught up in themselves. Each · 
matter what frame of mind you musician had his chance to dis-
are in you ,can enjoy the show in play their immense talents with-
your own way. out shadowing the other mem-
My problem is under- bersoftheband. Howev~r,itwas 
standing how anyone could sit very difficult not to focus on Trey 
back and calmly watch this show. Anstasio, the group's guitarist. In 
Phish is made up of four musi- these days when a guitarist is 
cians who not only shine as indi- usually judged on his speed Trey 
vid ual performers, but as highly not only has that speed but a deep 
interactive members of a terribly un~erstandingoffeeling. Allnight 
powerfulmusicalforce. Theirfirst he showed his ability to pull en-
set was so energetic that I can't ergy from a single bent note or to 
imagine a person who wouldn't run up and down his guitar neck 
. feel the need to move t};teir body. with amazing dexterity. 
While they play~d everything As live performers go it 
from "Susie Greenberg" to is hard to remember the last time 
· "Foam," "Possum" and "Run Like- that I saw a group this good. If 
an Antelope" stood out as shining you get a chance to see this band, 
~xamples of Phish at their best, take it. cene, at great sp 
... 
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ARTIST OF THIS 
FEATURE JS Lifl<ABLE 
TO DO TODAY's 
COM(C STRJP. •. . 
. SUPERGUY 
LET:S OBSERVE SUPERGUY 
A5 HE LAUNCHES HIMSELF 
INTO THE CLEAR BLUE;f SkY. 
OBSERVE THE HARMONY · 
J-\E ENJOYS \JITH r HE 
CLOUDS. C 
RATEO COLLEGE: STW>£NT.5 




by Joe Martin -.,, · 
,1 ... ,. '·, 






10 Large number 17 
2 3 4 
14 To shelter t---+---+-+---, 
15 Bevy of wives 
16 Vein of ore 
17 Forest plant · 





26 Plug up 
27 Lowers in 
rank 
31 Puzzle 
35 Workers' gp. 
36 Called 
38 Untidy person 









44 Make a choice 69 
46 Decay 
7 8 9 11 12 13 
47 Blush slightly ©1990 Tribune Media Services, Inc. 
49 Animates All Rights Reserved 
05/01/90 
51 Small land 
bodies: Fr. 9 Had an odor 
53 Great - (dog) -10 Slow to act 
54 Fellow player 11 Misplace 
58 Gives off 12 First garden 
vapor 13 Direction 
62 Skin problem 21 Make happy 
63 Metric 23 Electrified 
measures particle 
65 Uprising 25 Daring 
66 Press 27 Cafe 
67 Skip a vowel 28 Run away to 
68 Author Ferber wed 
69 Actor Alfred 29 Injured by a 
of yore bull 
70 Peruses 30 Wide grin 
71 Costly 32 Stare at 
DOWN 
1 Some actors 
2 - vera 





7 Very dry 
8 First aid man 
33 Dummy 
34 Helps along 
37 Make changes 
in text 
40 Dregs 
42 Be frugal 
44 Rubber-soled 
shoe 
45 Groups of 
students 
48 Shade tree 
H V 3 0 S O V 3 H l N n 1 
V N 0 l 3 ·O I 1 3 N 0 II I 
: l O I II iii J 3 N 3 V 
SW V 3 --l 1VWWV31 
3 N S 3 1 I 
S N 3 A 11N3-N300311 
l 0 II ■ l :J 3 1 3 S ■ 3 3 d 3 
3 U V H s ■ WI A ■ 3 S U 0 N 
e o 1 S ■ ~w H 3 l ■ 0 1 I 
V W 9 I N 3 S 3 0 " u 9 3 0 
9 0 1 :) 
l N 3 9 I 1 I - -S 3 s n 3 0 
3 0 0 1 W 3 
M 3 1 S s w 
50 Turned 
52 Steps over a 
fence 
54 Shadow 
55 Light color 
56 Soon 
N V 1 3 
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Avatar Consignment Shop 
Windy Knoll Village · 
62 Portsmouth Ave. 
Stratham, NH 
Gowns, jewelry, collectibles, handi-
crafts, men's, women's, children's 
(infants - 6x) clothing. Hours: Tues-
day-Saturday: 9:30-5. Thursday: 9:30-
7 . 
1977 SUZUKI GS550, New rear tire, 
new battery, sissy }Jar, luggage rack. 
Two helmets. Fast! Excellent condi-
tion. 332-1434 $600 
1984 Pontiac Sunbird 2000, 4 cylinder, 
AT, front-wheel drive, light blue, 2 
door. $1200 
12 speed bikes: Shogun 400, blue 
Crome Moly, 21" frame; Fuji 512-5, 
racing design, suntour, Crome Moly. 
Call 7 43-5863 
84 NISSAN PULSAR 
GREAT COMMUTER CAR! 
No rest. Already inspected. 
Only $500. 136,000 miles 
Call 749-4213/Butch 
Attention Parents: Tired of paying 
your child's rent? Invest in this 3 
bedroom 2 bath townhouse. Great 
location. Walk to campus. Immacu-
late home, backyard screened porch. 
Large eat-in kitchen. Cathedral ceilin-
ged master bedroom. $122,000. Call 
868-7498 
- VINTAGE DRESSES 
Large assortment of vintage dresses, 
never worn, at $10.00 each cash. Ail 
- sales final. No refunds, no returns, no 
exchange. Call 603-659-5513 
1979 Rabbit Diesel. Always starts! 
Runs well and very little rust. New 
battery and AM/f1v1 cassette. MUST 
SELL. Call 659-6196. 
1988 HONDA CBR 1000 HURRI-
CANE. 8,000mi. RADAR DETECT, 
CRUISE CONTROL, SPOTLESS, 
RARE BLACK & RED. $4500 or BO. 
Call: 7 43-0806 
1985 Horizon Hatchback. 72,000rniles, 
no rust, runs great, 5 sp., $950 call Peter 
659-2223 evenin' · 
OIHl!ttJhHtJ 
Nanny needed in Rye, N.H. Llve-in 
female needed to help care for my 2 
children and do light housekeeping. 
Must be responsible and flexible. Pri-
vate room and bath plus salary. Call 
(603)431-3593 or (603)433-2093 
Tennis, Gymnastics, Sailing, and 
Swimming Instructors needed at beau-
tiful residential summer camp for girls 
in Vermont. Strong skills, good moral 
character and love of children a must. 
Water instructors should have WSI, or 
lifeguard training. Academic credit 
available, Mid-June through mid-
August. Female, non-smokers only. 
Call or write Lochearn Camp, PO Box 
500, Post Mills, Vt. 05058 (802)333-
4211. 
•MAKE EVERYDAY EARTH DA y• 
SUMMER CAMPAIGNS FOR THE 
ENVIRONMENT. EARN . $2500-
$3500. Help pass th~ Oean Air Act, 
tighten pesticide controls & promote 
comprehensive recycling. Available 
in 18 states & D.C. Call Kate at: 1-800-
75--EARTH. 
ATTENTION-HIRING! Government 
jobs-yourarea. $17,840-$69,485. Call 
l-602-838-8885 ext R-18587 
Help Wanted for summer: 
Helper for handicapped person. $6.25 / 
hour. No experience necessary. Easy 
work. Great boss. Call Dan at 692-
4764 
Lookingforsummeremployment? We 
are a personnel service that offers a 
variety of temporary office positions 
in the Northern MA, Southern NH, 
and Southern ME areas. We offer top 
wages and referral bonuses. Call Key 
Personnel. 964-9495 or 743-3373. 
CASH FOR GOLD. The Gold Exchange 
will pay immediate cash for your gold 
in any form. 743-4796. Leave a mes-
sage. 
RECREATION DIRECTOR and AS-
SISTANTW ANTED for North Hamp-
ton Summer Recreation Program, 
weekday rnqrnin~ July 9 to August 
17. Teaching or recreation experience 
preferred. Send resume and refer-
ences to the Town Office,AtlariticAve.,' 
North Hampton, NH 03862 by May 
7th. 
Looking for a sorority, fraternity or 
student organization that would like 
to make $500-$1000 for a one week on-
campus marketing project. Must be 
organizedandhardworking. Call Bode 
or Elizabeth U at (800)-592-2121 
•MAKE EVERYDAY EARTH DAY* 
SUMMER CAMPAIGNS FOR THE 
ENVIRONMENT. EARN $2500-
$3500. Help pass the Clean Air Act, 
tighten pesticide controls & promote 
comprehensive. recycling. Available 
in 18 states & D.C. Call Kate at: 1-800-
if Ii l•l i®»IH ~] .. ... ..... ...... • , ......... •.• · . . • . . . . • •. 
Lost a short-haired gray and white cat 
around Forest Park April 6. Has 7 toes 
on front feet. Tummy slightly bald. 
Reward if found. Call Sallie 2329(wk) 
664-2916 (after 6 p.m.) 
LOST - OAKLEY SUNGLASSES. 
TUESDAY 3:30 AT SNIVELY PARK-
ING LOT. . PURPLE TINTED W / 
LIGHT GREEN & PURPLE STRAP. 
PLEASE CALL BRAD 743-0071 
LOST: A pair of eyeglasses, possible 
lost in Murkland 110 or Ham-Smith. 
·ce 868-7 
HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS 
SUMMER? Jet there anytime for $160 
or less; with AIRHITCH® (as reported 
in NY Times, Let's Go! & Consumer 
Reports.) For details call: AIRHITCH 
212-864-2000. 
HEADING FOR EUROPE THIS 
SUMMER? Jet there anytime for $160 
or less with AIRHITCH® (as reported 
in NY Times, Let's Go! & Consumer 
Reports.) For details call: AIRHITCH 
:1HRB1 i a+$%~· 
INSTANT CASH 
· Grants+ Loans 
GovernIT).ent GUARANTEED 
CALL ANY TIME - 603-647-0301 
Need something, but don'-t know what 
office at UNH can help you? Contact 
STUDENT DEVELOPMENTOFFICE, 
Room 208, Huddleston Hall, 862-2050. 
Word Processing! Professi~nal qual-
ity and efficient service. Will pick up 
Confused, need help? Not sure where 
to turn? Contact STUDENT DEVEL-
OPMENT OFFICE, Room 208 Hud-
dleston Hall, 862-2050. 
iU·XMHtei 
SUMMER SUBLET-$175/rnonth plus 
. utilities. Located near Data General in 
Durham. Four rooms available. Call 
868-7460. Ask for Stu or Scott. 
2 roommates wanted for 4 bedroom 
apt. in Newmarket. Available imme-
diately. 152.50/rno Call Chris, Kathy 
or Kirn at 6 59-7586. 
Centrally located in Dover near Kari-
van route. 4 bedrooms, living room, 
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FOR ORDERS TO GO 868-1200 
kitchen. 625 includes heat. Lease 
required. No pets. 742-7908 between 
7-9 pm. 
Summer sublet! Great location on Main 
St. One or two female roommates 
needed to share roomy apt. with oth-
ers. $200/month. Call Doreen 868-
6316. 
One summer sublet available-wicked 
close to downtown Dover! Large 
family room, eat in kitchen. Washing 
machine, oil heat Hurnungous back-
yard, walking distance to Kara van! 
Off street parking on premises, $215 
per month, a way-cool deal! Call 
Skippy at 743-0848 ... 
APARTMENT FOR RENT: $500 / 
MONTH INCLUDES HEAT & HOT 
WATER. 2 BEDROOMS, BIG LIVING 
ROOM & KITCHEN, ALSO SOME 
FURNITURE AVAILABLE IF 
NEEDED. CALL 659-5025 OR 659-
3654 (EVENINGS PLEASE). 
SEPTEMBER-MAY RENTAL-Hamp-
ton Beach: Three bedroom house fully 
furnished. &450.00/month plus utili-
ties. 617-246-1431 after 6:00 p.rn. 
Durham - Furnished room, residential 
neighborhood. 2 miles from campus . . 
Limited kitchen privileges. Summer 
150, Fall 195/rno. Utilities included. 
868-5477 
Apartment For Rent: $500/rnonth 
includes heat and hot water. 2 bed-
rooms, big livingroom and kitchen, 
alsosomefurnitureavailableifneeded. 
Call 659-5025 or 659-3654 (evenings 
please). 
Room for rent, two-minute walk to 
campus, spacious, attractive. Avail-
able as a double, $990 per semester per 
person; or as a single, $1120 per semes-
ter. Also available summer, $620. 
Utilities included. 868-2758 evenings 
and weekend. 
LOOKING FOR 6 OTHER FEMALES 
to live in a dean and spacious house in 
Newmarket next 'year. Furnished, 
-spacious living room, dining room and 
kitchen. Dish washer and clothes 
washer. Off-street parking and next to 
Coast bus route. Glassed in porch. 
$205/month plus low utilities. Call 
Abi at 659-2386. Rent alone or with 
friends! Sorry, no pets or smokers. 
SUMMER SUBLET - 5 bedroom du-
plex off central ave in Dover. On K-
van. Spacious, parking, females pre-
ferred. $150/mo+utilities. CallKathy 
or Mike 862-4322; or Sue or Mary 868-
3012 
Summer Housing $35 a week 1 month 
d¢posit / Now taking applications for 
fall semester Room/Board/Social 
$1,450 plus $100 refundable room de-
posit. Alpha G~mma Rho call · for 
· Andre 868-9859 
SUMMER HOUSING! A Newmarket 
house has 5 spaces available in the 
summer with the possible option to 
rent in the fall. Spacious living room, 
dining room, kitchen, nice COOL 
GLASSED IN -PORCH with 
screens: .. great for the summer! Fur-
nished, dishwasher and clothes 
washer-clothesline in back. Off-street 
parking and next to Coast bus route. 
Sorry, no pets or smokers. Rent alone 
or with some friends. Low rent $195/ 
month INCLUDES UTILITIES!! Call 
1 Abi at 659-2386. 
SUMMER SUBLETTERS NEEDED! 
Larger, gorgeous apt. on Main $t. 
Durham. Dishwasher, washing rna-
chine,2baths,parkinglot. 6openings. 
Females only. $225/mo. 868-6013. 
4 bedroom apt- Dover. Great location, 
off-street parking, laundry, near Kari-
van. $850/mo plus utilities- Call 868-
5995 
Newmarket 2 bedrooom, first floor, 
county location, full bath, launderette, 
oil heat, panelled, plenty of par.king, 
inexpensive utilities. No pets, security 
desposit, summer rental or long term 
lease, $440monthlyplusutilities. 603-
659-2655. 
Newmarket Studio-Includes heat and 
hot water. Paneled, carpeted, full bath, 
parking and air conditioning. Secu-
rity deposit, not pers, summer rental 
or long term lease. $295 monthly plus 
heat. 603-659-2655. 
Dover Bluff Condo-2 bedroom; 1 bath, 
fireplace, washer/ dryer, sundeck, gas, 
heat, storage, weight room and sauna. 
Bus route- $62,000 owner will finance! 
Call (207) 676-9372. 
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DURHAM- Furnished single bed-
rooms with shared bathroom for fe-
male studentsonly. Available for 1990-
91 academic year. Private entrance. 
Ten minute walk from T-Hall. Off 
street parking. $1150-per semester in-
cluding utilities. Call 868-2217 after 4 
p.rn. 
Co-ed summer housing at AGR. $35 / 
week, $100 deposit. Also rooms avail-
able for fall (males). To inquire, call 
Andre, 868-9859. 
Apartment For Rent: $500/month 
includes heat and hot water. 2 bed-
rooms, big livingroorn and kitchen, 
also some furniture available if needed. 
Call . 659~5025 or 659-3654 (evenings 
please). 
"Cape Cod Summer Rental-sleeps 6-7, 
furnished, W. Yarmouth-dose to 
beaches, downtown Hyannis, and hot 
spots. Reserve early- avl. weekends 
for job hunting- Call after 5 p.rn. (508) 
477-3586" 
Room For Rent- $250 / month includes 
heat. Oean, lots of privacy, washer 
dryer, yard, no lease, in Dover, call 
743-4761. 
Summer Sublet Red Towers- Main St. 
Durham 1-3females$175/ month. 868-
3459. 
I need a place to live May 12- June 23; 
· will pay for 2 months. Call Christine 
collect (814)867-2643. 
DOVER-Summer Subletters Needed! 
Spacious 2 bedroom apt. close to 
downtown and COAST bus stop $450 / 
month. Call 862-7336 or 862-7100. 
FOR RENT: LEE: Studio apartment 
for a single person. Overlooks the 
Lamprey River. $400 includes heat. 
Available now. Winona Properties 
Inc. 659-5595. Ask for Bonnie. 
FOR RENT: LEE: Rural 2 BR mobile 
horn~. Oilheat. Available NOW! $625 
Wi;tona Properties Inc. 659-5595. Ask 
for Bonnie. 
FOR RENT: BARRINGTON: Room-
mates needed from now through the 
summer and/or into 1991. Private 
bedrooms in charming antique cape. 
Fireplace. 2 acres. 6 miles from cam-
pus. $225/month .. .indudes utilities: _ 
Winona Properties Inc. 659-5595. Ask 
for Bonnie. 
FOR RENT: LEE: 3 BR apartment in 
the village center. Spacious, overlooks 
private yard, large deck for summing. 
Oil heat. Available September 1. 5 
miles to campus. $825/rnonth. 
Winona Properties Inc. 659-5595. Ask 
for Bonnie. 
FOR RENT: LEE: Three 
floors ... LARGE, 3 BR LUXURY 
TOWNHOUSE. 4 Acres. Garage. 
Deck. 3 zone heat. Washer/dryer. 
Available July 1. 61/2 miles to UNH. 
$1000/month. WinonaPropertieslnc. 
659-5595·. Ask for Bonnie. 
ROR RENT: BARRINGTON: 3 BR 
duplex .. .large apartment! Hardwood 
floors. Lovely yard with lawn and 
gardens. Garage. 10 miles to campus. 
Available .NOW!!! $825/month . 
Winona Properties Inc. 659-5595. Ask 
for Bonnie. 
FOR RENT: Availablejune 1, 1990. 
Bedroom in a private home. Kitchen 
priviledges~ Right near Kari van stop. 
SEPTEMBER-MAYRENTAL-Hamp- $325/morith includes all utilities! 
ton Beach: Three bedroom house fully Winona Properties Inc. 659-5595. Ask 
furnished. &450.00/month plus utili- for Bonnie. ·. 
· ,,- ,. · , .,~ · · : .~ •'.'.QtpeJ:94 S.lJP1;fl)~r ... R~ptak!?J~fP.~--~?, 
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furnished, W. Yarmouth-close to 
beaches, downtown Hyannis, and hot 
spots. Reserve early- avl. weekends 
for job hunting- Call after 5 p.rn. (508) 
477-3586" 
S~mrner Sublet-on campus near 
coops-3 spaces for females, private, 
side yard and po:rch, parking, washer 
and dryer, rent negotiable-call Ilka. 
868-5728. 
Newmarket Apartment for Rent: 2 
bedrooms, large livingroom kitchen 
and bath. On K-van route plus plenty 
of parking space available. Heat and 
hot water included in rent. Some fur-
.niture also available. Apt Available 
May 1st. Call 659-3654 or 659-5025 
nights. 
-A TIENTION PARENTS! Quality 2 
BR Condo, fully applianced, W JD, 
ample parking, convenient location, 
easy commute to University. Why 
not own? Benefit from your invest-
ment, creative financing available, 
.only $68.500. Call Century 21 Atrio 
Properties, (603) 433-1555 for view-
ing. 
Studio in country, fields, pond, woods, 
space, lots of light, privacy, gardens, 
parking, leave message, will return 
call. 659-6341. 
Room in country house,fields: woods, 
pond, two wood stoves plus eledric, 
space, gardens, parking, light, leave 
message, 659-6.341. , 
Summer on Martha's Vineyard-5 BR 
house, sleeps 7 on chappaquiddick 
$8500 for summer. Call 603-644-5961 
or 603-623-337 4. 
Newmarket Studio- Includes hot 
water. Paneled, carpeted, full-bath, 
launderette, parking. Security de-
posit, no pets, negotiable lease: $295 
monthly plus heat. 603-2655. 
Fall and/or Summer Rental. 2_8R/2 
pers. Apt. in Lee, 2.5 miles· from 
campus. No pets, non-smokers. Avail. 
June 1 at $440/mo. for summer and 
Sept. 1 at $530/mo. for fall plus t1tili-
ties. Security deposit, Lease. Clean/ 
nice. Call 659-5923. 
Fall and/or Summer Rental-3 BR 
Duplex Unit in Lee, 3.5 miles form 
campus. Nopets,non-smokers, avail. 
June 1 at $600/mo. for summer and 
Sept. 1 at $795 /mo. for fall plus utili-
ties. Security deposit, Lease. · Clean/ 
nice. Call 659-5932. 
FALL SEMESTER ROOMS AVAIL-
ABLE-Student Hou~e- 1 single bed- _ 
room $1350 per semester. 1 double 
bedroom $1200 per semester. Heat 
included. Lots of room. Quiet loca-
tion 1 mile from campus. Call ELAINE 
322-2568 after six. 
SUMMERRENTAL-Studenthouse 
rooms available $200 per month. June 
-August. 1 mile from campus. Call 
ELAINE 332-2568 OR 335-:2685. 
Looking for a place· to live NEXT 
YEAR? 2spotsavailable at the COOPS 
in Durham! Call Laura or Alisa 868-
1126. w 
Scott: So you like to beat up girls, what 
a man! Next time I try to crawl out a 
window just let me do it, or I'll crack 
YOUR chin! Ha Ha. Love, B. 
Dance. Dance. Dance. 
Danny Terio ... Man, can you dance. 
To the girls who are moving into our 
housethiss_urnmer. We hate you. We 
are going to burn it down. Or maybe 
we'll just infest it will rats and 
maggots. We won't leave peacefully. 
You'll be sorry. 
Rob: Yes I know, 52.50, the check's in 
the mail! I had a blast, thanks! Love, B. 
JEN, ERIN, AND EMILY- Thanks for 
being such great friends and -
roommates. M.G. 
Balfour class rings. On display in the 
MUB, May 3+4, 10-3. 
To the women's lax team- Do us all a 
favor and kick some Ivy league butt 
this weekend! Yeah Blue! 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY STACEY 
KAPLAN!!!!!!!You'vejustbegunyour 
terrible twenty-twos, have fun! Love, 
Bess. 
L,L,C,C,andH:26daystilgraduatio~! , 
Let's all flunk out and stay forever! · 
Lisa Bianchi: This weekend. The Bubs. 
Get psyched. And get sexy for GREG. 
I'll get the tix, call me! 
Condo, jacuzzi, remote control, 
crackers and cheeses, ginger ale, and 




When I get you for tennis tomorrow, 
should I call, or nudge you! Love 
Scoopa 
Senor ERIK- Let the fun begin. 
Graduation is still thr.ee weeks away. 
Let's play. -Senorita 
ANDY HAPPEL with Thanks to 1 
Gravity&SAVOYTRUFFLE. Granite 
State Room MUB _ 7:30pm. $4.00. 
Dance. Dance. Dance. 
The Balfour ring man is here! Give 
him a visit in the MUB, May 3+4 from 
10-3. 
Mike & Chris It's been great working 
with you this year. We've had to deal 
with some touchy issues, but you 
handled them well. It's truly been a 
pleasure working for you two, and 
you taught me a lot. Good luck in 
your future endeavors; I know you'll 
both s_ucceedin whatever you pursue. 
Good Luck guys! Ted (surprised?) 
Get busy. 
So if you had to write as lame a story 
as that, you know you would not put 
your name on it. And now because 
you all think you are so cool, and 
knowledgeable, and boss-like, well, 
you've all changed. But I don't even 
hate you. I love you. Ha Ha Ha, 
especially HO!, 
- ANN-MARIE, KIM, NANCY: Thank 
you so much for everything the past 
years. I have no idea what I ever 
would have done without your 
friendships. I'll miss you so much 
next year - we have to stay in touch. I 
love you guys - BETH 
ERIN - You're awesome. 'nuf said 
Love, Beth 
What do you want for graduation? A N ORM WHITTAKER 
Balfour class ring of course! May 3+4, 
- Does the 
NORMAL color of your sneakers 
reflect your sexual mood? An d 
because they' re covered with mud, 
does that mean you've already been 
in the mud? So what's the symbolism 
behind the p ink _ and oran ge 
fluorescen t laces? Now don' t you feel 
life everyone is looking at your feet? 
You're perfect RELAX!! 
MUB 10-3. 
Are you starting to get stress about 
getting everything done by the end of 
the semester? Cali Cool-Aid Tapeline 
and ask for TIME MANAGEMENT, 
Tape #15. 862-3554. 
Happy 22nd Stacey Kaplan! Enjoy, be 
happy!! Love, Kim and Meg. Shawn ... So how are we supposed to 
ANDY HAPPEL with Thanks to act Wednesday night? Should you 
give us a script or something? And 
Gravity & _SAVOY TRUFFLE. Granite don't forget we l1ave an hourly rate. 
State Room, MUB. 7:30pm. $4,00. 
Maybe we should bring some friends 
that you don't know so you'll look like 
you' re really popular. It's no big deal if 
you don't know their names. How did 
you become so popular with the women 
at UNH anyway? Was it because you 
went to Rutgers? 
SK ROAD RACE!!!! 
AXO 3rd Annual Lonni Stern Run. 
MAY 6th, @ AXO: check-in 9:30am -
10:45. 
RACE•BEGINS AT 11:00. 
WALKERS WELCOME 
Bettie, myroomie, get psyched for your 
big date. 
Don't expect me back until late. I'm 
·out to play! 
Ben- You overpaid, erotic sex God you ... 
Kappa Delta 2nd Annual Lawn and 
Croquet Party! Great food, friends, 
tunes- Thursday May 3, 2-Spm. Come 
by for our open house, everyone is 
welcome! 
Scott H. How' d you do in your big 
race? 
See you at Camp on Monday. Wanna 
play spit? 
Sandy is dandy 
AndatTNH, 
she comes in handy. 
Because she can do 
lots of things. 
Like pick up the phone, 
whe_n it rings. 
Hey Sandy! 
We'll miss you 
when you take off for go_od with 
your really cool hair-do. 
when you take off for go 
Treasure y_our UNH memories w/ a 
Balfour class ring. On sale May 3+4, 
MUB 10-3. -
To Keith of Erotic _Phone calls 
Incorporated- What's the matter? 
Couldn't you turn anyone on? Trust 
me the HHCs have enough attempted 
erotic phone calls to last them for a 
while. Don't you have anything better 
to do on a Saturday night? 
Liz and Pam ... INFINITESIMAL, 
hmmm ... ? Love, Fel 
LISA CONSTANTINEAU, Welcome 
home from Boston!! Hope you want to 
party this weekend because we're 
having one!! Love, Beerwenches 1 and 
2 ' 
Are things getting to you this spring? 
Call Cool-Aid tapeline and ask for 
COPING WITH STRESS Tape #38. 
Phone 862-3554. 
ADOPTION: Areyouinneedofhelp? 
We are too. Young, happily married 
professional couple is eager to become 
Morn & Dad. We offer a baby love, 
happiness, security & much more. 
Please .call Jay and JoAnne collect 
anytime at (802)235-2312. 
ATTENTION! Have you ever run a 
PICTURE PERSONAL in THE NEW 
HAMPSHIRE? Well PLEASE come 
claim your pictures! Sure, they're nice 
- but we don't want them anymore! 
Come to rm 110B, MUB. 
· Kim Legweak- Thanks for all your help 
this semester, working with and 
partying with you was a blast. S.E. was 
something I wanted todo, trust me you 
weren' t dragging me into it! Anyway, 
I just wanted to wish you the best of 
- luck next semester, I'm sure you'll do 
great. How couldn't you, bopping 
around the Bruin's locker room? (you 
hope) Don' t be a stranger just cause 
you're off the hook now .. -H G. 
CASH FOR GOLD. The Gold Exchange 
will pay immediate cash for your gold 
in anyform. 743-4796. Leaveamessage. 
Question- How m any d run k NH 
senators does it take to fill up a six man 
tent. Answer- one 
Eileen-Alrjght the office is cleaner and 
quieter, but do you have as much fun 
. and do you pay your writers on time? 
I didn't think so.- H.G. 
ADOPTION 
CAN YOU HELP? -
N.H. couple wishes to adopt a healthy 
infant. Will provide· a loving, caring 
and secure home environment. 
Related expenses paid. Please contact 
our attorney, David S. Osterman at 
(6U3)669-4589. 
CCD- HEY STRANGER, WHAT'S A 
HAPPENIN WITH A YOU? FROM 
ME 
Re!3l busy if ya know what I mean and 
I think you do 
BEN - You are the god of massage. 
No one can compare with your hot hot 
hot fingers. You make me feel like I 
have never felt before. OH, . oh, 
ohhhhhh. 
Hey Rookies-Beer pig, beer pig ... Oink. 
Oink.-
Abolish empty wallets! 
Got ideas fort-shirts? Turn them into 
money- low production cost. T-Shirts 
Plus 431-4355 
Okay, who's pitching a tent? And it's 
big enough for all of us? 
To the-soon-to-be-ex-Environmental 
Guy: It's been awhile since I've 
h<;1rassed· you in the perso~als ... and 
it's a good thing I'm not in too creative 
a mood! Lunch was cool last week! - . 
Ill€ 
Seacoast-RFC- Heard about a pig roast 
this weekend. Fact or fktion? I guess 
you guys might as well drink all 
weekend since you can't play rugby? 
Say, neither can we ... maybe we'll join 
you theri. 
ADOPTION: Educated farm couple 
offers y~mr baby love, stability, 
wonderful life. Expenses paid. Call 
collect Susan and Alan 802-592-3384. 
Page, Marie and Karen- F.W. Love, 
Me 
Terri.., y OU and I are going to make this 
onemanveryhappyWednesdaynight. 
You know, at Glory Daze ... We'll be 
good actors, pretend we like him as a 
friend, ya know just for laughs... he 
won't know what hit him ... and then 
we'll have drinks after. HA! HA! HA! 
HA! 
Women's Issues in Literature. Free · 
discussion. Bring material. Men and 
women authors encouraged. Thurs, 7 
PM Chesire Rm. Contact: 862-2257 
Happy 20th-Cathleen Tagupa! Hope 
yougetlotsofrnoopah-poopah! Love, 
Scary, Crusti, Denny, Boobies and 
Binny 
Mary & Jim - hey, a personal for my 
poetry-reading, lobster-eating buddies 
to see if you really read this damn 
paper I work for. Only three more 1-
page single spaced papers. The end is 
in sight. 
ANDY HAPPEL with Thanks to 
Gravity & SAVOY TRUFFLE. Granite 
State Room. MUB. 7:30pm. $4.00. 
Dance. Dance. Dance. 
2nd Annual Kappa pelta Croquet 
Lawn Party! May 3rd, 2-5 pm. Food, 
Drinks, great fun, great time. Everyone 
is welcome, bring your friends! 
Dave Sweetie- I'm . gonna miss you. 
Will you marry me before I leave? The 
Gupsterislame, don't torture yourself-
Hed 
VASELINE 
I don't know but it is awfully quiet 
v1rithout all the outgoing editors. Boo 
hoo. You were righ t, Terri & Kathy. 
We miss you horrendously. 
But not Bob. N o one misses Bob. 
Treasure your UNH memories w / a 
Balfour class ring. On sale may 3+4, 
MUB 10-3. ' 
*Adoption* 
Happy, financially secure woman 
eager to share undivided love of life 
withachild. Yourwishesrnatter. Cali 
Judie collect 508-744-1282. 
Paige - Your Very own personal! And 
anyway, it's your turn to make the 
print. I1ve gotten my fill. -Jason · 
Treaswe your UNH memories w / a 
Balfour class ring. On sale May 3+4, 
MUB 10-3. -
Ho Ho Ho. 
Spot-
A mind-game is a terrible thing to 
waste. -Kathy 
Jazz music, croquet, free food and 
drinks, all at the_2nd Annual Kappa 
Delta Lawn Party! Be there, bring 
your friends - May 3rd, _ Thursday 
afternoon; 2-5 pm. Everyone is 
welcomerGreek, non-Greeks, families 
& friends! 
Where the hell is the pie? 
SK ROAD RACE!!!!! 
AXM 3rd Annual Lonni Stern Run. 
May 6th, @ AXM: Check-in 9:30am-
10:45 
RACE STARTS 11:00 am 
WALKERS WELCOME -
Karen McDonald .. .If you still exist 
around here somewhere give me a 
call, I have lots to tell .. . 
Look, I'm not so sure if the quartz 
heater is such a good idea. The dam.n 
tent might burn down. 
Remember at least part of your years 
at UNH. 1989 Granite yearbooks still 
on sale for $5 
JEN-IT'S BEEN A CREA TSEMESTER, 
I'LL MISS YOU SO MUCH NEXT 
YEAR. THANKS FOR THE BRUINS, 
NACHOS, EARTHDA Y, LETTING 
ME PASS OUT ON YOUR FLOOR 
AND EVERYTHING ELSE. IT WILL 
BE A CREA T SUMMER! 
Cherry pie? 
Jelly, 
How does IT feel! 
Peanut Butter -
P.S. - Looking forward to the Booze 
Cruise. 
Sue, 
You! Sleddogger, slut! Next time let's 
try and push the beds together 
MARTY FARON 
YOU'RE THE BEST TUTOR EVER! 
THANK YOU SO MUCH FOR 
EVERYTHING - LOVE ERIN 
Balfour class rings. On display in the 
MUB, May 3+4, 10-3. 
HOLLY-WHO FARTED? -J+S 
SPRING CRAFT FAIR-Saturday May 
5, 1990 9am - 3pm, Dover High School, 
Rt 108 (Durham Rd), Dover, NH. 60 
exhibitors from NH, Maine & Mass. of 
handmade crafts & food items. Free 
Admission. Sponsored by the Quota 
Club of Dover. Proceeds to benefit the 
Hearing Impaired. 
STU, J'HE BEACH WOULD HA VE 
BEEN SWEET. REAL SWEET. 
Feeling down? Having trouble getting 
into the spirit of spring because of 
troubles? Call Cool-Aid - We listen. 




Reach out an d 
intrigue someon e 
THE NEW HAMPSHIRE, TUESDAY MAY 1, 1990 
Do you feel like you're losing . 
YOURSELF 
in the crowd? 
Take · some time to find yourself. 
Call COOL-AID 
Let us help you to ·explore· your 
TRUE SELF . 
.. . 
• • • • • I 
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continued from page 32 
scored again later in the second to BU got on the board in the 
stake _GardnerO'F1ynntoanearly sixth on three singles, but UNH 
5-0 lead. responded by getting back-to-back 
O'Flynn ran into minor one-out doubles from Stewart and 
trouble in the fourth by walking Rigazi to push across another 'Cat 
two of the first three batters he run. One out later, Hamilton and 
faced. Andy Shumway (2-0) Garzone both walked to load the 
entered, the game · and walked bases for Elmore, who came 
pinch hitter John Humphrey to through with a · single to right 
load the bases with Terriers. He center. He then scored on Craig 
removed himself from the jam by Babyak's double to increase the 
striking out Chris Walsh and lead to 12-1. 
coaxing Dave Cunningham to fly BU'sMarioFerrante, three for 
out to center. The offense four in the game, put a Shumway 
responded by adding two runs in pitch up near the train tracks to 
the fourt~, as Hamilton poked one start off the seventh inning, but 
through the left side when the the Terriers stranded men on first 
infjeld was drawn in for a possible and third when Ronnie Short flied 
play at the plate. to left to end the game. 
Women's Track ready BASEBALL2 continued-from page 32 
for .1990 New Engl ands base coach Pete Michel restrained 
~ Ashley, and then joined in the 
Conner said that great hitters just- · 
don't have it on some days and on 
those ~lays you've got to go with 
somebody else. Babyak made him 
look like a genius and earned himself 
a start in the second game. By Kim Armstrong 
A non-scoring meet doesn't 
mean lack of competition. 
Especially · in the E!yes of the 
competitor . . 
Forthosewhodidn'tcompete 
in the Penn Relays last Thursday, 
.. Sunday's_meet at Fitchburg State 
proved profitable forthe women's · 
track team. 
Out of 10-12 teams entered. in 
various events, the star sensation 
ofthedaywas UNH senior Tamara 
Toselli. She captured first place 
out of 37 entries in the 1500-meter 
race with a time of 4:41.1. For 
Toselli, it was a personal best, 
cutting nine seconds off her 
previous best time. · 
"She looked awesome!" said 
Head Coach Nancy Krueger. "It 
was a real good race on her part." 
Jen Briggs and Karen Cote 
placeqninthand 10th respectively, 
with times of 4:54.9 and 4:55.9. 
Briggs also landed a personal best 
taking seven seconds -off her 
previous time. 
Newly appointed captain 
Dawn Enterlein took second in 
the 3000-meter with a season best 
time of 9:58.9. Enterlein battled to 
the end, but Holy Cross' Jean Reilly 
held the lead with 50 yards to go. 
Reilly crossed the line first 1.9 
seconds ahead of Enterlein. 
Enterlein is excited about 
being named captain but alluded 
to the fact that there can be more 
than one leader'. 
"I feel like there's always 
leaders on the team like Tamara 
(Toselli) and Ali (Wannop)," she 
said. 
"We (Coach Krueger and 
Enterlein) have a good rapport 
with each other," said Enterlein. 
"Wedon'tnecessarilyalwayshave 
to agree with things but she 
respects my opinions." 
Coming off a strong 
performance for the record-
breaking relay team at Penn 
Relays, Amanda Caldon, who was 
part of that team, snagged second . 
at Fitchburg in the 400-meters with 
a time of 60.0. 
Caldon also ran the second 
leg in the4·x800-meterrelay, which 
took first but missed qualifying 
for the ECAC's. Seniors ·Toselli, 
Caldon, Briggs, and Enterlein ran 
a 9:38.92. 
"(They) gave a tremendous 
effort with no competition," said 
Krueger. 
Freshman Kerri Haskins also 
had a season best in the javelin 
with a throw of 125 feet seven 
inches. 
"That meet finished our 
regular season," said Krueger. 
. argument with the home plate 
· umpire. Not wanting to leave 
"We have a lot of m0mentum 
goi~g ... we're healthier and faster." 
The team wtll be preparing all 
week for New Englands coming 
up this weekend at Vermont. The 
women finished second last year 
but this year's competition may be 
a little stiffer with Northeastern, 
Boston University, and Rhode 
Island nipping at their heals. 
"l' d like us to be in the top 
five," said Krueger, who is very 
pleased with the results her team 
has produced this season. "We 
want to score as many points as 
last year." Krueger's magic point 
number for the day is 70. 
After starting the season on~ 
cautious note, dealing with 
injuries, sickness, and a young 
team, the coach is more than happy 
with the success of this year's team. 
''The group really solidified," 
said Krueger. ''We were at the point 
where we were gong to fall apart 
or piece it · (the season) back 
together. We pieced it back 
together." 
"The ECAC's look really 
good," she continued. "It's a hard 
timeoftheyearwithstudying ... We 
still have three good weeks of good 
track left and we're looking to 
finish off with a good and satisfying 
season." 
anyone out, he then argued with 
the first base coach for Vermont. Chris Schott (2-4) tossed a three 
hitter in his shutout of Vermont. He 
In · il->e top of --the twelfth, walked none and didn't allow any 
Choiniere led off the inning with a baserunners to reach second base. 
single and was sacrificed to Dana PercoHe (2-2) of the 
second. Babyakmadeanicediving Catamounts wentsixand two-thirds 
play to his right to prevent innings before collapsing. 
Companion from driving in Elmore,Babyakand pinchhitter 
Choiniere,butDecarreaustranded Willy Lees all walked to load the 
his teammate at third by striking bases for Ashley. Reliever Aron 
out. MerrHI was _ brought in to face 
With one down in the Wildcat Ashley, and it seemed a good 
twelfth, Garzone drew a walk for strategy as he had the Wildcat in the 
UNH, the · first in the game hole with an 0-2 count. But Asl:tley 
surrenderedbyRousseau. Hethen . fought off some pitches and had 
stole second, and scored the evened the count at two before he 
winning run when Babyak came singled in Elmore for the game's 
through again by lining a single lone run. 
into right field to end the game. Percofte's collapse didn't 
Coach Conner · clearly was surprise Coach Conner. "He was a 
pleased with his team's little wild all day, but when he 
performance. On using Craig needed to get the job done, h~ did." 
Babya_k in the tenth and staying Until the game's final at-bat, which 
with him in t.he twelfth, Coach gave the 'Cats the 1-0 victory. 
BASEBALL3 
continued from page 32 . 
Mammo la grounded one towards new pitcher Aron Merrill. Elmore 
first baseman Hamilton. The ball battled back from an 0-2 count to a 
took a high bounce and went over · full count and then grou~ded to 
his glove, bringing in two runs. the third baseman, Choiniere, who 
-MEN'S LACROSSE 
. With men on first and third, tagged third for the force and was 
Cashman grounded to Babyak, unable to double up Elmore. On 
who sJumbled and could not get the play, Hamilton scored the 'Cats 
the force at second base. This fifth and winning run. Babyak 
allowed the go ahead run for walked to load the bases again, 
Vermont to score. this time for pinch hitter Gardner 
· continued from page 32 
said Coach Garber. Stowe Milhous made seven 
The Wildcats used a patient, saves through three plus quarters 
methodical offense to tack seven forthewin. FreshmanChrisSmith 
more scores on the Friars for the 
16-3 final. 
. Other goal scorers for the 
"Cats were Tim Vetrano with two, 
John Daley, Chris Arrix, Bruce 
Medd and Bruce MacDonald. 
played the final ten minutes and 
made two saves. Milhous credits 
the defense for his relatively easy 
day. ''The defense forced them . 
[Providence] to take long, low 
percentage shots" he said. 
"Our offense was moving and 
everyone was working," said 
Mechura. ''The crowd was super. 
It's greafto have that big a crowd 
behind you." 
UNH will play this 
Wednesday at 3pm against 
nationally ranked Harvard at 
Cowell Stadium. 
The 'Cat's rally in the seventh O'Flynn who grounc!ed to first 
was spear-headed by Sweet, who base to end the seventh inning. 
pinch hit for Rigazio with one ou~-- Jim Neary lead tl\e Wildcats 
Sweet singled to left field and was twelve hit attack with three hits 
followed by Hamilton's single to and a· walk. Mike Garzone, Sean · 
right. With men at first and Ashley, and Sean Hamilton each 
second, Neary hit an infield single collected two hits, and Dave 
to load the bases once again. Stewart, Jim :Rigazio, and Dan 
Garzone singled to left to bring in Sweet also added singles. UNH' s 
Sweet and the bases remained nexthomegameisadoubleheader 
loaded for Brett Elmore, who faced this Saturday vs. Hartford. 
Men's crew falls to 
' 
Crimson by .5 second 
Triumphant novice crew 
heads to New England 
Championships 
By Ellen Harris 
It is a custom ·after crew races 
for the losing crew to strip their 
shirts off and humbly hand them 
over to the winners. 
Last Sunday Matt Collins, Eric 
Burroughs and Derek Whipple 
stood against the UNH boat house, 
smiling, with Harvard rowing 
t-shirts slung over their shoulders:. 
All three are members of the UNH 
men's novice crew who beat 
Harvard . by one second on the 
Oyster River. · 
Burroughs explained that, in 
creating a strategy for the race, 
their coach had them think of 
Harvard- as one of those 'Bozo the 
clown' punching bags. "Every 
time they come at you, you just 
punch them back down," said 
Burroughs. 
"They [Harvard] got us off 
the start, but we made up for it in 
the middle and the sprint," said 
stroke of the novice crew, John 
Harris. 
Novice coach Sean O'Connell 
was confident about the boat's 
performance and feels . that they 
will be ready for the New England 
Championship regatta next 
Saturday in Worcester. 
"They: really-hung .tough all 
through the race; they didn't have 
a fade." O'Connell said. Their 
finished in 5:21.5. 
The JV crew raced with 
similar aggression, but crossed the 
line 1.3 seconds behind the 
Crimson. 
After a season full of 
impressive starts, the JV let their 
opponents get off the line ahead 
this time. They trailed Harvard 
the whole race and, although they 
made a move at the end, they fell 
short, according to crew member 
Rob Desrochers. 
.Harvard's time was 5:15.2 
with UNH following in 5:16.5. 
11 At the finish, we came back," 
said Desrochers. "We \yere in it, 
but not in it soon enough." 
Desrochers said that the boats 
had their best final sprint of the 
season. "Nowweknowwecando 
everything well- the start, the 
middle moves and the sprint- and 
we just have to put it ali together 
for the next weekend," he said. 
The varsity race was another 
. frustratinglycloseone, with UNH 
trailing Harvard at the finish by .5 
seconds. 
"We had a terrible start," said 
varsity coxswain, Sorrell Lewis. · 
"We were rushed and tense." 
· .After the first five strokes of 
the race, UNH was already down 
bv three seats. said Lewis. From 
Captain Anna Hill of the women-.-s'lacrosse team has helped lead the 
charge for the Lady 'Cats during their spectacular successes this 
season as they head to the ECACs. (Photo by Ben Frazier) 
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The determination shown in the faces of the men's crew team helped bring the vanity within a 
half..:second of mighty Harvard this ·past Saturday. (Photo by Ellen Harris) 
turns putting moves on each other. 
"We took a 10 at 500 meters to 
go ... and it was sweet," said Lewis. 
After that 10-stroke power 
surge, ·the fans on the shore 
watched UNH crank up the stroke 
rate and pull stroke for stroke .with 
their crimson rivals. ' 
"UNH has em .. no, wait .. I . 
can't tell. Who's ahead?" said one 
man from behind his binoculars. 
Harvard crossed the finish at 
5:10.3 with UNH pulling in at 
5:10.8. 
Morrie Ledwith, varsity 7-
man,said that the crew let Harvard 
dominate the first half, but that 
they did hav.e a.strong sec.cmc;i half 
and final sprint. 
"We have to take our first half 
of the Temple race and our second 
half of this race and put them 
together for New Englands," said 
Ledwith. 
"Traditionally, these guys 
have not exuded self confidence 
in tight races," said varsity coach 
Chris Allsopp. "They've folded 
and let the winning margin be 
larger than it could have been. 
Today, they got past their own self 
doubt and discovered that they 
are truly marvelous oarsmen." 
Last week, the varsity showed 
that they can be truly fast by getting 
an early jump on Temple, said 
Allsopp. It's easy to be fast in the 
beginning of the race though, he 
said. · 
"It takes a lot of character to 
be fast at the end of the race when 
your body is in agony, your legs 
feel like rubber and you hurt like 
the blazes," said Allsopp. "Today, 
they changed speed when it hurts 
the most." 
Allsopp' s predictions for the 
varsity race at the New England 
Championships next Saturday 
include a battle between UNH and 
Coast Guard. 
"They (Coast Guard) will get 
out ahead of us -early., We will · 
come from a half length deficit to 
a three quarter length win over 
Coast · Guard, followed by 
Wesleyan, then Holy Cross," he 
said. 
''This varsity boat would be a 
bunch of idiots if they don't 
combine their speed with their 
guts in the upcoming 
championships," said Allsopp. 
Top-seeded UNH. to .host 
ECAC Tournament 
By Julie Leonhardt 
The UNH women's lacrosse 
team continued their tradition of 
success last Sunday, by soundly · 
defeating Hofstra 19:..3,apparently 
proving that their loss to Temple 
last weekend hasn't effected their 
invincible attitude or morale. 
Although the weather was 
cold and windy, the Wildcats were 
hot, scoring 9 goals before Hofstra 
managed to make a mark on the 
scoreboard. 
"IT was obvious we could 
take them one on one, but Marge 
[Andersen] tried to keep us 
focused on working the plays," 
said defender Wendy Young on 
the outstanding offensive effort. 
"It was a fun game," said 
leading freshman scorer Laura 
Clark. "It was good for all of us to 
work on our transitions. We 
weren't very pressured." 
With a halftime score ofl2-2, 
UNH felt comfortable enough to 
use the game situation to practice 
putting everything together in 
preparation for post-season play. 
"We knew we were going to win, 
so we had time to work on some 
things," explained Young. 
The offense had a field day 
working out any kinks in their 
aggressive yet patient play. 
Kiersten Coppola once again led 
· the team: in scoring with five.goals, . 
· and Liz Brickley continued racking 
up point in record setting pace, 
with four goals and three assists. 
Anna Hill was also a standout with 
a hat-trick and one assist. Proving 
the team's depth of scoring ability 
were Alita Haytayan with two 
goals, Diane Mcloughlin, Khrise 
Bellows, Colleen Coyne, B.J. 
Samph and Clark with one goal 
each. 
Although being t.ested 
separately, the defense played 
well, maintaining a relatively high 
level of play during an 
unchallenging game. 
"We learned a lot from 
Temple, but wedidn' t get a chance 
[against Hofstra] to work on our 
defense like we would have liked 
to," said Young. "UVM should 
offer us more of a chance." 
The Wildcats are looking 
ahead, but are trying not to look 
too far ahead, knowing that they 
shouldn't look past their last 
regular season game against rivals 
UVM this Thursday. According to 
freshman Bellows, the team's goal 
is to have UVM play their [UNH' s] 
kind of game because UVM has a 
reputation for playing head games. 
As Oark explained, the team 
will have to work on more than 
just their shooting against this 
team as ·uvM tends to play a 
different game; they tend to stall 
and are more a defensive than a 
shooting team. This prediction 
however, hasn't had any success 
in shaking the Wildcat's 
· confidence. 11We're aggressive 
enough to take care of that type of 
game," said Clark. · 
It was announced . Monday 
that UNH will take the top seed 
for this weekend's ECAC 
tournament. This gives UNH the 
chance to host the . tournament, 
which also includes Princeton, 
Dartmouth and Yale. 
' The · first round games will 
begin Saturday at 1:00when UNH 
takes on fourth seeded Yale 
followed by the Princeton 
Dartmouth game a 3:00. The 
championship game . will take 
place on Sunday at 2:00. 
• 
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By Douglas Poole 
The Wildcats extended the 
BUT erriers' losing streak to eleven 
by sweeping them last Friday in a 
doubleheader, 17-1, 12-2. 'Cats 
pitcher Jim Stevens earned his first 
victory of the season as he went 
_ the distance in the opener. BU 
starter Matt Goldstein (1-4) lasted 
but four innings. The 'Cats will 
look forward to facing BU again at 
Fen way Park this 1:riday night. 
As Head Coach Ted Conner 
stated, the game's outcome always 
depends on who plays better._ In 
this case, his team was clearly 
better. 
"The big thing was, they had 
alittleproblem with their pitching~ 
commented Connors. This 
became apparent as UNH 
capitalized oil. BU' s weakness. 
- The 'Cats' offense generated 
seven runs off ten hits against 
Goldstein, including a double and 
a triple, before he was yanked. In 
the fifth, UNH sent ten men to the 
plate and got home runs from Sean 
Ashley, Sean Hamilton and Brett 
Elmore. Ashl~y' s smash went over 
the 356 foot sign in left field, and 
Elmore's was an inside-the-park 
job to center. _ Hamilton, Elmore 
and Mike Garzone each scored 
twice in that ten run fifth. 
The UNH bats were quieted 
slightly in the second game, but 
BU pitchers Bob DeMayo (0-7) and 
Noah Rosen both managed to hurt 
themselves. Five Terrier errors in 
the field also hurt the pitchers. 
The 'Cats managed to go through 
the order in the first inning without 
collecting a hit. Ashley; Dave 
Stewart, Jim Rigazio, and . Jim 
Neary, the first four batters, each 
scored in the second. Ashley 
BASEBALL 1, P.30 
The UNH baseball team heads into their final spring games on a hot streak: (photo by Don Carlson) 
Catamounts no match for UNH pitchers 
By Douglas Poole 
U~ continued its hot streak s~ored from ~cond on Jim Neary's hit by a Rousseau pitch. He moved 
by sweepi.ng a doubleheader from smgle. The Cats. added another to third on Mike Garzo~e' s single 
the Vermont ~atamounts on lone run in the third, when lead- . A few pitches later, Brett Elmore 
Saturday. The Wildcats won the off hitter Sean Ashley scored. lined out to- : third base. The 
opening game, 3-2, after twelve Meanwhile, Carpentier Catamountsthreatened in the next 
innings, and t?ok the nightcap __ in ?.reezed thr?ugh t~eC,tamount's half--inning. John Decarreau 
the bo~to7:11 ot tne seven
1
th, 1-0. The tme-up until Ke_vm Cashman led sacrificed Companion to second 
twowmsimp_roved. the Cats record off the ~ourth with a double ov~r after he singled through th.:: ieft 
to 11-16, while Vermont dropped Ashleymcenter. Starronceagam side of the infield. Companion 
to 14-11. . . . ~'d,butChoi~eres_ingledtom~ve moved to third on a wild pitch 
In t~e first game, pitchers R~b Lashman to~hird. Jim Compamon with Steve Mammola· at the plate 
Carpentier of UNH and Chns followed with a blooper over and two out. Mammola lined to 
Rousseau~fV_ermontbothpitched se~~nd_ baseman Ed Zraket, short to end the top half of the 
all twelve mnmgs of the-contest. dnvmg m the only two runs of the tenth. 
Withoneoutirithefirstinning, game for Vermont. Tempers flared when, with 
~ermont loaded the bases on a Neither team seriously one out and Craig Babyak at first, 
smgle ~nd two walks. Then threat~ned to score agai~ in Ashley grounded in_to a 
Carpentier struck_ o~t Sean ~tarr , regul~ho~,and the game went mto controversial double play. He had 
~n~ got Mar~ Ch01mere to en~ the extra mnmg_s deadlocked at h:o. apparently beaten the throw from 
mmng by flr1:ng out to center field. The Wildcats had the first second, and argued the call. First 
UNH crossed the plate in their half chance to break the tie in the ninth. · -
of the inning when Dave Stewart With two out, Sean Hamilton was BASEBALL 2, P .30 
Sweet holds 
on for 5-4 
UNHwin 
By Douglas Poole 
The Wildcat baseball team has 
won seven of their last nine games, 
including a current five game 
winning streak. Last Sunday, the 
'Cats won 5-4, to end a three game 
sweep against the Vermont 
Catamounts and improve UNH's 
record to 12-16 ( 4-8 in .the NAC). 
Dan Sweet (2-0) pitched a · 
complete game and held Vermont 
to six hits. UNH fell behind early 
when Vermont scored in the first 
inning. UVM's lead-off batter Jim 
Wawruck walked and moved to 
second on a sacrifice by Mark 
Buckler, • who was safe at first. 
Wawruck went to third on a fly 
ball to right and scored on a 
sacrifice fly to center by Kevin 
Cashman. 
_ The 'Cats responded by 
scoring three ·runs in the bottom 
half of the inning. In the inning, 
the Wildcats hit four one-baggers 
and had a walk. Sean Ashley 
started with a single and moved to 
third on Jim Rigazio's single. Sean 
Hamilton singled to score Ashley 
and move Rigazio to third. Jim 
Neary drew a ,v~1k to fill the bas-es 
1or the· 'Cats and Mike Garzone 
came through with a single that 
plated Rigazio and Hamilton. 
Sweet coasted through the 
Vermont line-up until the fifth 
\-Yhen, with one out, UVM's Jjrn · 
Companion doubled down the 
right field line. The next. batter 
popped up to second baseman 
Craig Babyak. Sweet hit Wawruck 
in the lower leg to put runners at 
first and second and Buckler 
singled to load the bases for Steve 
Mammola. With a full count, 
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UNH lax beats P.C. 
Halts losing streak 
· By Don Taylor -
The UNH men~ s lacrosse 
squad used a superlative team 
effort Saturday to smother the 
Friars of Providence College, 16-3. 
The win moved the 'Cats to 6-5 
while Providence dropped to 6-6. 
After three straight losses, 
UNH was looking to rebound with 
a win. "Thisisjustwhatthedoctor 
ordered" said UNH Head Coach 
Ted Garber. 
the 'Cats with a pair of his three · 
goals to give UNH a 3-2 lead with 
6:09 left in the first quarter. That 
lead would swell to a 7-2 margin 
before the Friars could get one 
back. Jeff Mechura (four goals) and 
Bill Sullivan each potted a goal to 
lift the 'Cats to a 9-3 half-time lead. 
UNH came out and played a 
very physical, disciplined second 
half that took Providence out of 
their game. "We worked on team 
defense and discipline this week," 
said Coach Garber. 
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UNH started the scoring 
when Paul Talmo fired a low shot 
that beat the Friar's goalie for the 
firstofhistwogoalsoftheday, but 
less than five minutes later, the 
Wildcats found themselves down 
2-1 on two quick Providen¢e 
strikes. This game, however, was 
not going to slip away. 
That work paid off i,n the 
faceoff circle, winning 20 and 22. 
Junior midfielder Dave Pflug 
played with an injured shoulder 
yet still dominated the faceoffs. 
"Pflug gave us a valiant effort" Junior Timmy Vetrano (9 goals, four assists) keeps a watchful eye on a Providence player in UNH's recent 
win. (photo by Don Carlson) Mark Botnick answered for MEN'S LACROSSE, P.30 
